Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
July, 2015

STOUT AUCTIONS

1 Modern HO Proto 1000 and Roundhouse Chicago and Northwestern trains in original boxes. Includes 23889 and 23890
Erie built diesel locomotives, 86529 baggage, 86549 combine, two 86589 coaches, and 86629 observation. Trains are C8+
to C10.

2 Modern HO Gulf Mobile and Ohio trains from Athearn, Greenway products, and Rivarossi. Includes Athearn custom
painted F-7 A-B-A, custom dummy Alco PA A unit, six Greenway heavyweight passenger cars, and Rivarossi 6976 and
6977 four car streamlined passenger cars. Locomotives are C7 with Kadee couplers installed, cars are C8+ to C9.

3 Modern HO Southern passenger train from Walthers and Greenway. Includes two 931-209 Alco FA-1 powered diesel
locomotives and six heavyweight passenger cars from Greenway products. C8 condition, no couplers installed on
passenger cars.

4 Modern HO Wabash passenger trains from Walthers, Greenway Products, and Con Cor. Includes Walthers 931-219 and
931-269 Alco FA and FB locomotives, six Greenway heavyweight passenger cars, and seven streamlined Con-Cor
passenger cars. Con-Cor cars are a mix of blue and the yellow scheme cars. Trains range from C8 to C10. Yellow cars have
Kadees installed. Other cars have no couplers or hook style installed.

5 AHM and Rivarossi modern HO Alton Limited passenger cars in original boxes. Car numbers are 6210, 6208, 6209, 6206,
6202, 2686, 2686, 2680, 2794, and 6822. Cars are generally C7. Boxes have moderate wear.

6 Athearn modern HO locomotives including Chicago and Great Western F-7 A-B-A custom painted, Chicago and Eastern
Illinois F-7 powered unit, and 2224 EJ&E GP38-2. EJ&E locomotive is new C9-10, custom locos are C7-8 with Kadee
couplers installed.

7 Modern HO Athearn locomotives including two Seaboard 1776 powered U boats, custom Atlantic Coast Line GP unit,
Atlantic Coast Line SD40-2, and dummy Seaboard SD-45. C7-8.

8 Modern Athearn HO locomotives in boxes. Seven powered locomotives include Erie Lackawanna GP-35, Virginian FM
Trainmaster, Louisville and Nashville GP-35, Illinois Central Gulf GP35-2, Norfolk Southern GP35, Rock Island GP9,
Rock Island GP-7. Dummy units include Boston and Maine GP38, Wabash kit locomotive, and Burlington GP-35.

9 Modern HO Nickel Plate passenger train from Athearn and Con Cor. Includes 3310, 3350 Alco PA and PB and 3310 PA
diesel locomotives, and ten Con Cor streamlined passenger cars including two domes, diner, two sleepers, dome, coach,
coach 1, RPO, baggage, and observation. Trains are C8 to C10.

10 Athearn Ready to Roll modern HO freight cars in original boxes. Thirty cars include the following numbers 7302, 7285,
7006, 7280, 92234, 7010, 7008, 7303, 7003, 7305, 7004, 7278, 7027, 7071, 7029, 7054, 7030, 7165, 92262, 7072, 92058,
7028, 7026, 7200, 8175, 7277, 7009, 7002, 96363, and 1998. Trains are C8 to C10. Cars equipped with Kadee couplers.

11 Modern HO Nickel Plate coal train from Atlas, Athearn, and Roundhouse. Includes two Bev Bel powered GP-35 locos,
dummy GP units, Atlas 8414 GP-7 powered unit, twelve 1613 three bay offset hoppers, and 932-4366 caboose. Trains are
lower to C7 to C8.

12 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern passenger train consisting to 4064 and 4065 Proto 1000 8160 23962 F-3 A and B
unit set sealed in plastic. Mantua streamlined passenger cars include 225-64, 223-64, 224-64, 221-64, 222-64, dome car,
and 22-64 observation. Passenger cars are generally C8 condition.

13 Con Cor modern HO Erie streamlined passenger cars in original boxes. Seven cars include diner, RPO. coach, sleeper, full
baggage, sleeper and observation. Cars equipped with Kadee couplers and are in C8-9 condition.

14 Modern HO Pennsylvania Fleet of Modernism eight car streamlined passenger cars. Cars made in Austria with traditional
hook couplers. Cars are in C8 condition. See photos for best description.

15 Modern HO New York Central streamlined passenger trains from Athearn and Con Cor. Athearn locomotives include two
dummy Alco PA A units and two dummy B units. Please note that ALL locomotives are non powered. Con Cor passenger
cars include three 20th Century Limited cars sleeper, RPO, and coach. Eight 72 foot cars include two coaches, two
sleepers, baggage, RPO, Diner, and observation. Trains are C8 to C9 condition.
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16 Modern HO Athearn and Con Cor Erie Lackawanna passenger set. Includes 3329 and 3369 power and dummy Alco PA
and PB set. Eight 72 foot Con Cor streamlined passenger cars include two coaches, two sleepers, RPO, Diner, full baggage,
and an observation.

17 Modern HO Kansas City Southern passenger train including 80204 Athearn Ready to Roll F7A and F7B unit. Seven Con
Cor passenger cars include baggage, diner, RPO, two sleepers, coach, and observation.

18 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern passenger set including Proto 1000 sealed 23790 F3 A-B set. Ten Con Cor
passenger cars include two sleepers, two coach cars, two domes, diner, RPO, full baggage, and observation. Cars have
hook couplers and locos have Kadee. Cars range C7 to C9, locos are C10.

19 Modern HO cabooses from Athearn, Greenway Products, Rail Runner and others. Twenty seven cars everything from built
up to un built kits. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include
New York Central, Kansas City Southern, Nickel Plate, Chesapeake and Ohio, Frisco, and others. Cars are brand new to
used. Group sold as is with no returns.

20 Modern HO Roundhouse Chicago and Northwestern freight car assortments in original boxes. Include 00618 flags
assortment and 00994 modern collection. Each pack has twelve cars for twenty four cars total. Cars are new C9-10. Cars
are in kit form.

21 Huge lot of modern HO freight cars from Athearn, kit bashed and more. 45 boxed cars total. Everything from built up to un
built kits. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include New
York Central, BASF, Southern, Monon, Illinois Central, New York Central, Soo Line, etc. Cars are brand new to used.
Group sold as is with no returns.

22 Modern HO Athearn and Con Cor Baltimore and Ohio Royal Blue passenger set in original boxes. Includes 3302 and 3362
Alco PA A and dummy B unit. Passenger cars include 0001-092022 coach, RPO, dome and observation set, diner, full
baggage, and two sleepers. Trains are C8 to C9.

23 Bev Bel modern HO Lehigh Valley passenger set including two dummy Alco PA A units, and ten heavyweight passenger
cars. Assembled cars have Kadee couplers installed, one car still needs floor and trucks installed. See photos for best
description. Trains look C8 condition. Some loose window sets in cars.

24 Walthers modern HO Chicago and Northwestern and MacMilliam Bloedel freight car packs including 932-27561 caboose
two pack, 932-27506 caboose two pack, 932-23556 Chicago and Northwestern auto boxcar two pack, 932-27015
MacMillan Thrall boxcar two pack, and 932-23276 Chicago and Northwestern mill gondola two pack. Cars are C8 to C10.

25 Walthers modern HO Chicago and Northwestern freight car packs including 932-4403 ore car four pack, 9320962 coil car
three pack, two 932-7803 and 7811 RD4 coal hopper six packs, and 932-49461 100 ton hopper quad pack. Cars are C9-10,
Kadee style couplers installed.

26 Athearn modern HO 77667 Norfolk Southern / Nickel Plate AC4400CW diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive
has DCC quick plug. Locomotive is new C9-10.

27 Athearn modern HO special sets in original boxes. Includes two 1010 50th Anniversary Limited sets, one has a water
damaged box and very very light mildew on the locomotive, two 2200 SW1000 and caboose sets, and two 2122 GP38-2
with caboose sets. Trains are C8 to C9, other than the water damaged set which is C7-8.

28 Athearn modern HO Ready to Roll flats with trailers in original boxes. Fifteen cars include the following numbers 92369,
92368, 92379, 92384, 92389, 92361, 92394, 92364, 92381, 92370, 92392, 92385, 92366, 92377, and 92372. Some road
names include MKT, Nickel Plate, Milwaukee, Southern Pacific, Lackawanna, New Haven and more. Kadee coupler
equipped and in C9-10 condition.

29 Athearn and Rivarossi modern HO NMRA 50th Anniversary Limited set in original boxes. Includes powered Alco PA and
dummy PB. Ten passenger cars include two 2335, two 2336, two 2337, two 2338, 2339 and 2340. Cars are C8-9, one
broken coupler noted. Locomotives are C8.
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30 AHM modern HO NMRA Headquarters Express passenger set in original boxes. Includes 5087 4-6-2 heavy Pacific, two
Pullman coaches, baggage, diner, and observation. Trains are C8-9 condition. Boxes have some mild wear.

31 Con Cor modern HO Pennsylvania 72 foot passenger cars including baggage, sleeper, coach, dining car, baggage, sleeper,
coach, and observation. Cars are C8 to C10, some cars do not have trucks installed yet which are included in the box.

32 Modern HO Nickel Plate passenger set including 21665 and 21664 Proto 2000 Alco PA A units and ten custom painted
passenger cars with Kadee couplers installed. Locomotives are C8-9, passenger cars are C7 area. See photos for best
description.

33 Walthers and Athearn modern HO Nickel Plate freight car packs in original boxes. Includes 932-978 USRA hopper six
pack, 91189 two bay hopper six pack, 2316 flat, boxcar, and gondola pack, 5646 rib hopper five pack, 6109 CS hopper five
pack, and 5585 50 ton hopper five pack. Cars are C8 to C10.

34 Athearn and Con Cor modern HO Southern Pacific Daylight passenger cars in original boxes. Thirteen cars include the
following Athearn Ready to Roll heavyweight passenger cars 7860, 7861, 7862, 7862, 7863, 7864, 7865, and 7866. Con
Cor cars include coach, two sleepers, and observation. Also included is a dummy Southern Pacific Alco PA A unit. Trains
are lower C8 to new C9-10.

35 Modern HO Athearn MKT Texas Special passenger set. Includes custom F7 A-B-B set and six passenger cars. C7-8. Locos
are Kadee equipped, cars have hook style.

36 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, most in this group
appear to be kits. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include
Wabash, Lion Oil, Southern Pacific, Warren, Union Pacific, Great Northern, etc Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as
is with no returns.

37 Con Cor modern HO Monon passenger cars. Includes coach, RPO, sleeper, and observation set A in original box. Four
other cars include two coaches, Pullman and baggage in non original box. Cars are C7 to C8. Hook style couplers.

38 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new
and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names
include Heinz, Safeway, Swift, Jersey Central, Hamm’s, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

39 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Branchline, Athearn, Bev Bel and others. Fifty cars total.
Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and
box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names Canada Dry, Cudhay, Merchants Dispatch, Western Pacific,
Kraft, and others. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

40 Athearn modern HO ready to roll Northern Pacific passenger cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 7870 baggage,
7871 RPO, 7872 Pullman, 7873 diner, 7874 coach, 7875 coach, and 7876 observation. Kadee style couplers. C9-10.

41 Walthers modern HO Cornerstone building kits in original boxes. Eight kits all with 933- prefix include 3528 water tower,
3002 Bill’s glass shop, 3005 United Trucking, 3004 Wallschlager Motors, 3001 Gemini building, 3030 White Tower
Restaurant, 3034 Adam’s Ribs, and 3000 Don’s Shoe store. Kits were spot checked and all appear to be new C9-10.

42 Walthers modern HO Cornerstone building kits in original boxes. Five kits all with 933- prefix include 3050 add on icing
platform, 3080 Miranda’s Bananas, 3010 Brook Hill Farm Dairy, 3084 Lakeside Shipping, and 3074 Headquarters
building. 3084 kit is open, all other kits sealed C9-10.

43 Bachmann Spectrum modern HO buildings in original boxes. Five kits include 88007 Trade Tower, 88002 Ambassador
Hotel, 88004 Variety Store, 88005 Bus Station, and 88006 Department Store. Kits are new C9-10.

44 Walthers modern HO Cornerstone building kits in original boxes. Six new in box kits all with 933- prefix include 3025
Northern Light and Power substation, 3031 Bailey Savings and Loan, 3021 Northern Light and Power, 3049 Ice House and
Platform, 3095 Railway Express Agency Transfer Building, and 3048 Champion packing company. C9-10.
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45 Con Cor modern HO building kits in original boxes. Eight kits with three still sealed in plastic include 9067 Farmers Co
Op Silos, 9069 large fuel tanks, 9063 Cambria City fuel rack, 9059 Cambria City Iron Works Welding Shop, 9062 Cambria
City fuel tanks, 1714 Moxham Soap Works, 9066 Farmers Co-Op grain elevator, and 9065 Co Op storage shed. Kits
appear to be C9-10, open kits appear complete and unused.

46 Walthers modern HO rolling stock in original boxes. Thirty five cars in original boxes. Mostly wood reefers, everything
from new in box kits to built ups with Kadees installed. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be
accurate. Some road names include Nestle, Carn, Westscott and Winks, Pacific Fruit Express, etc. Cars are brand new to
used. Group sold as is with no returns.

47 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern locomotive and commuter cars in original boxes. Includes Proto 1000 30580 DL
-109 diesel locomotive and three Walthers PS double decker commuter cars 6251, 6251, and 6261. C9-10.

48 Walthers modern HO reefers in original boxes. All with 932- prefix. Includes 26249 Railway Express Agency express two
pack, 26241 Railway Express Agency express two pack, 6241 Railway Express Agency, 6243 re 6244 Santa Fe Railway
Express Agency, and 5477 Nickel Plate wood reefer. Cars are C9-10 ready to run with Kadee style couplers

49 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include some kit bashed, Athearn, Bev Bel and others. Fifty cars
total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Pacific Fruit Express, Swift, Union Pacific,
Wisconsin Central, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

50 Atlas modern HO Nickel Plate diesel locomotives in original boxes. Six locomotives include three 8002 RSD-12, 8184 RS
-11, and two 8185 RS-11. Two locos have Kadee couplers installed the other four have hook style. C8 with run time to new
in box C10.

51 Atlas modern HO diesel locomotives in original boxes. Three EMD Demonstrator GP-7 locos number 8408, 8409, and
8410. Locomotives are C8 with run time, hook style couplers installed.

52 Modern HO reefers in original boxes. Cars come from Show Me Model Railroad Co. Road names include MKT, El
Camino, Fontana Girl and Fontana Boy, KCRX, Oscar Meyer, and others. Cars are built up with Kadee couplers and ready
to run. C8 to C9.

53 Walthers and IHC HO lighting and interior kits for passenger cars. Includes eight 933-1076 Rivarossi six wheel lighting
kits, eight 933-1075 Rivarossi four wheel lighting kits, three 933-1058 Bi-Level lighting kits, and nineteen IHC
heavyweight and SS & CS car interior kits, Nine SS &CS kits and nine heavyweight kits. Items appear to be C9-10.

54 Walthers modern HO ready to run freight cars in original boxes. Twenty cars include the following numbers all with 932prefix. 7008, 7014, 7002, 7005, 7023, 3454, 3821, 3691, 7025, 7006, 3608, 3822, 3830, 3828, 3604, 3826, 3459, 3458,
3457, and 3829. Cars are C8 to C10. See photos for best description.

55 Modern HO powered items including Walthers 932-6287 EMC gas electric Chicago and Northwestern, 30590 and 30591
Chicago and Northwestern Budd RDC locomotives, 81402 EMC unpainted Spectrum gas electric, and 81408 Rock Island
EMC Gas Electric. Items are C8 to C9.

56 Walthers modern HO freight cars in original boxes. Twenty four cars in this group. Some road names include Union
Pacific, Simplot, CryoTrans, Chicago and Northwestern, Illinois Terminal, IHB, etc. Car types include stock cars, hoppers,
auto carriers, waffle sided boxcars etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

57 Large group of IHC modern HO Chicago and Northwestern trains in original boxes. Includes M805 4-4-0 steam
locomotive, M9865 4-6-2 streamlined Pacific, M9906 4-6-2 steam locomotive, M516 2-6-0 Mogul with oil tender, and
M9510 2-8-0 Chicago and Northwestern consolidation. Twelve passenger cars include 48046, 48047, 49211, 49214,
49210, 49216, 49215, 49211, 49217, 49216, 49212, and 49213. Trains range in the C7 to C8 area.

58 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern diesel locomotives including IHC 24004 Alco Century 415, 8882 Alco RS-1, 931
-362 GP-15, and 931-372 GP-15. Locomotives are C8 to C10.
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59 IHC modern HO Nickel Plate steam locomotives in original boxes. Includes M3919 4-6-2 Pacific, M9530 2-8-0
consolidation, and M9817 2-8-2 Mikado. Locomotives are C8 with run time.

60 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern diesel locomotives in original boxes. Five units include Atlas 883 Alco RS-1, 8882
Alco RS-1, 6415 Athearn SD40-2, Spectrum 85022 Dash 8-40C, and 85016 Dash 8-40C. Items are C8 to sealed C10. See
photos for best description.

61 Athearn modern HO Chicago and Northwestern diesel locomotives in original boxes. Seven units include 4965 C44-9W
dummy, 4400 custom painted SD40-2 with bad hand rails, 4427 SD40-2, 4303 powered Trainmaster, 04696 GP38-2
dummy, 4646 GP38-2 power, and and 6304 SD40-2. Trains are C7 to C8+.

62 Athearn modern HO trains including two factory new 2232 Indiana Railroad SD40-2 diesel locomotives and six custom
painted Indiana and Southern passenger cars. Locomotives are C10, passenger cars are C7 with some light scuffs and wear.

63 Con Cor modern HO freight cars in original boxes. Forty cars total. Everything from kits to built up cars. Sample road
names include Chicago and Northwestern, Jack Frost, Wabash, Soo Line, etc. Everything from new to used cars in this lot.
Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

64 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Bev Bel, Evergreen, Branchline, Athearn and others. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Nickel Plate Chicago and Northwestern,
Union Pacific, Railbox, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

65 Atlas modern HO ready to run freight cars. Twelve cars include 1557-2 PPG tank car, 1629-1 Union Carbide tank car,
1862 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, 1809-1 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, 1972-2 Cumberland Chemical hopper,
1754-5 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, 1022 Atlas auto parts car, 1893-5 Nickel Plate offset hopper, HT1997 Hobby
Town hopper, 1970-2 Baroid ACF hopper, 1863 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, and 1734-1 Calgas tank car. Cars are
C8 to C10

66 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Some kit bashed and mostly Athearn in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything
from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box
descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Nickel Plate, Wabash, Maine Central, Western Maryland,
Southern, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

67 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn cars in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything
from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box
descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Rock Island, Burlington, EJ&E, Southern Pacific, Santa Fe,
etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

68 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn reefers and boxcars in this group. Fifty cars total.
Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and
box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Santa Fe, Canadian National, Safeway, Rath, Hormel, etc.
Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

69 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn hoppers and a few boxcars in this group. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Great Northern, Southern. TP&W, Kellogg,
Rock Island, Pennsylvania etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

70 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn stock cars and boxcars in this group. Fifty cars
total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Great Northern, Missouri Pacific, Pennsylvania,
GM&O, Santa Fe, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.
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71 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn, Greenway Products, Illinois Central
Historical Society, West Orland, boxcars in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a
good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be
accurate. Some road names include Illinois Central, UMTX, Canadian Pacific, Ontario Northland, ACY, etc.
Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

72 Modern HO Athearn trailers in original boxes. Fifty one trailers. Sample catalog numbers include 5749, 2312, 2320, 2321,
2300, 2311, 2063, 2054, 5154, etc. We have spot checked a few trailers and box descriptions seems to be
accurate. C8 to C10.

73 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include some kit bashed, Athearn, Bev Bel and others. Fifty cars
total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Louisville and Nashville, Union Pacific, Chicago
and Northwestern, NMRA, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

74 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn mechanical reefers, double door boxcars,
cabooses in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this
group. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Pacific Fruit
Express, Santa Fe, Grand Trunk, Golden West etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

75 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything from
built up to un built kits, a fair amount have Kadee couplers installed. Car types include double door boxcars, gondolas,
flats, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include
Union Pacific, Evergreen, Norfolk Southern, Baltimore and Ohio, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is
with no returns.

76 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything from
built up to un built kits, a fair amount have Kadee couplers installed. Almost entirely boxcars in this lot. We have spot
checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Santa Fe, Rath, Boston and
Maine, Milwaukee Road. Rio Grande etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

77 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn in this group. Fifty cars total. Everything from
built up to un built kits. Car types include tank cars, boxcars, flat cars and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box
descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Gulf, Santa Fe, Baltimore and Ohio, Texaco, EJ&E, etc. Cars
are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

78 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types include
tank cars, boxcars, flat cars and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars
are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

79 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Bev Bel, Evergreen, Railrunner, Athearn and others. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Canadian Pacific, Nickel Plate, ICG,
McCloud River, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

80 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Bev Bel, Kar Line, Railrunner, Athearn and others. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Chessie, National Led, Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Hudson, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

81 100 HO freight cars Bachmann, Tyco, Model Power, AHM, etc. All boxed. Group sold as is with no returns. See photos
for best description.

82 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types include
boxcars, hoppers, cabooses, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars
are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.
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83 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types
include boxcars, ore cars, hoppers, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems
to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

84 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include MDC, Tyco, Rail Runner, Athearn, and others. Fifty cars
total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Jersey Central, Yakima Valley, Soo, MKT,
Pacific Fruit Express, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

85 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn mechanical reefers and boxcars in this group.
Some Con Cor, Greenway, Orland Car Works, etc. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed
of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road
names include Pacific Fruit Express, Santa Fe, Great Northern, Illinois Central, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold
as is with no returns.

86 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Hoosier Gold, Kar Line, Illinois Central Historical,
Athearn and others. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group.
We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Illinois Central,
Nickel Plate, Pacific Fruit Express, Canadian National, and more. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no
returns.

87 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly reefers and boxcars in this group. Some Athearn, Rail
Runner, Kar Line, Bev Bel etc. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in
this group. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Montauk
Valley, Railway Express Agency, Chicago and Northwestern, Pacific Fruit Express etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group
sold as is with no returns.

88 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly reefers and hoppers in this group. Some ,Athearn, MDC,
Rail Runner etc. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We
have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Hood’s Pennsylvania,
Canadian National, Railway Express Agency, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

89 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Some
cars are from West Orland Car Works. Car types include boxcars, hoppers, flats and more. We have spot
checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is
with no returns.

90 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types
include hoppers, ore cars, cabooses, reefers and more. Sample road names include Burlington Northern MKT,
Soo, Chesapeake and Ohio, Reading, Wabash, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box
descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

91 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types
include boxcars, flat cars, tank cars, and more. Sample road names include New York Central, GATX,
Chesapeake and Ohio, DOW, Union Pacific, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions
seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

92 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types
include ore car, boxcars, cabooses, tank cars and more. Sample road names include Burlington Northern,
Santa Fe, Canadian Pacific, Hershey, and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions
seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

93 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Some Con Cor, Greenway, MDC, and Little Rodhy etc. Fifty cars total.
Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and
box descriptions seems to be accurate. Some road names include Lehigh Valley, Monon, Rio Grande, Delaware and
Hudson, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.
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94 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Bev Bel in this group with some Rail Runner, Tioga, and
others. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot
checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include Ralston, Southern, Susquehanna, etc.
Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

95 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Athearn, Tyco, Bev Bel, Kar Line, and others. Fifty cars
total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include New York Central, Great Northern, Jersey Central,
MKT, Southern, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

96 Modern HO freight cars in Roundhouse boxes. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits. Almost all
boxcars in this group. Sample road names include Chesapeake and Ohio, Union Pacific, RF&P, Ontario
Northland and more. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are
brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

97 Athearn ready to roll modern HO refrigerator cars in original boxes. Each pack includes six cars for 30 cars total. Includes
7145 Pacific Fruit Express, 7149 Swift, 7144 Pacific Fruit Express, 91176 Nickel Plate, and 91185 EJ&E.

98 Athearn modern HO Ready to Roll freight cars in original boxes. Wonderful group of 40 cars, many of them unrun or
lightly run. Car types include hoppers, boxcars, reefers, and more. A few car numbers include 7171, 7108, 7550, 74013,
7576, 9619, etc. See photos for best description.

99 Walthers modern HO freight cars in original boxes. Forty three cars in original boxes. Car types include cabooses, boxcars,
reefers, hoppers, etc. Road names include Chicago and Northwestern, Schlitz, Great Northern, Arogas, etc. We have spot
checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is
with no returns.

100 Group of modern HO ready to run cars from Walthers, Bachmann, and Model Power. Sixteen cars are Walthers ready to
run. The remaining cars are Bachmann and Model Power. Forty five cars total. See photos for best description. Includes
cabooses, tank cars, gondolas, etc. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate.
Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

101 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Manufactures include Athearn, Tyco, Bev Bel, Rail Runner and others. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include EJ&E, Domino Sugar, Conrail, Grand Trunk,
DT&S, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

102 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Athearn cars in this group. Some West Orland and Con
Cor cars included. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group.
We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include Illinois Central, Santa Fe,
Fever River, Southern Pacific etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

103 Fifty modern HO freight cars from Rail Runner, Greenway, Bev Bel and Athearn in original boxes. Mostly boxcars and
reefers in this group. Sample road names include P&W, Penn Central, Great Northern, Delaware and Hudson, Wyandotte
Chemicals, etc. We have spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include Illinois
Central, Santa Fe, Fever River, Southern Pacific etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

104 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Appears to be mostly Bev Bel cars, although Con Cor, Kar Line, and others
included. Fifty cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have
spot checked a few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include Hawaiian Fruit, Great Northern,
Timken, New York Central, Illinois Central, etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

105 Modern HO freight cars in boxes. Thirty four cars total. Manufactures include Roundhouse, Athearn, and Third
Rail Graphics. Everything from built up to un built kits. Car types include cabooses, reefers, boxcars and more.
Sample road names include Baltimore and Ohio, USAX, Seaboard, and more. We have spot checked a few
cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.
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106 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Bev Bel, AHM, Tyco, Kar Line, and others included. Fifty cars total.
Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a few cars and
box descriptions seems to be accurate. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

107 Modern HO New Haven passenger train in original boxes. Includes Walthers Alco FA units 931-271 and two -223 units,
Athearn F7 A-B-A 3121 3121 3022, dummy custom painted Alco PA, twelve AHM passenger cars, and fourteen Athearn
passenger cars. Locomotives look to be C7 to C9 condition, passenger cars have been spot checked and are sold as is in
generally good condition.

108 Modern Walthers and Roundhouse New York Central HO passenger trains in original boxes. Includes 931-212 and -266
Alco FA 1 and FB-1 diesel locomotives. Passenger cars include 931-782 baggage, - 787 RPO, - 777 combine, -769 coach,
86562 diner, 86602 coach, and 86622 observation. Also included is Rivarossi 6710 observation. Five Athearn streamlined
passenger cars included, most still in kit form. Items in the group are generally C8 to lower C9. Boxes have price stickers.

109 Modern HO passenger car in original boxes. Most cars appear to be Athearn. Includes five heavyweight built up cars, three
heavyweight kit cars, six streamlined cars, and dummy B unit. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7-8 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

110 Modern HO Rivarossi, Athearn, Walthers, and Roundhouse Great Northern passenger locomotives and cars in original
boxes. Included is 931-261 and -202 Alco FA and FB locomotives, 931-768 coach, RT600222 heavyweight passenger four
pack, 2403, 2443, 2523, and 2483 Athearn passenger cars, 7830 baggage, 7835 coach, and 7832 Pullman from Athearn,
and 86570, 86590, and 86630 Roundhouse passenger cars. Items in this lot are generally C8 a few might be in the C7 area.

111 Modern HO Con Cor and Athearn Rio Grande passenger cars and dummy diesel locomotives in original boxes. Includes
092020 four car 72 foot streamlined set, two sleepers, diner, and baggage. Athearn cars include the following numbers
2482, 2442, 2422, 2522, 7840, 7841, and 2462. Dummy F7 A-B-A locos also included. Lot is C8 to C10 condition.
Locomotives look to be C7-8 condition.

112 Modern HO Con-Cor and Athearn Canadian National passenger cars and dummy locomotives in original boxes. Eight
Athearn Ready to Roll cars include 7810, 7810, 7811, 7812, 7813, 7815, and 7815. Eight Con Cor cars include 00900K-2,
00920k, 01020K, 00960K, 00900K-1, 01000K, 00980K, and 00980K. Dummy locomotives include 3026 and 3025 F7A
and B, Also included is a 2401 RPO. Trains are generally in the C8 area. Boxes have mild wear.

113 Modern HO Wabash passenger trains from Walthers, Proto 2000, and Athearn. Includes 931-269 and 931-219 FA and FB
diesel locomotives, 21092 AE7 A unit with Mars light. Five streamlined passenger cars are still in kit form unbuilt.
Locomotives are C8 to C9. Cars are new but bodies look C7+ to C9.

114 Modern HO Milwaukee Road passenger train in original boxes. Manufactures in this lot include Athearn, Bev Bel,
Rivarossi, and Con Cor. Trains includes 3117 3217 powered F7 A and B unit 1017 F7 A unit, and A unit F7 shell only.
Athearn passenger cars include 2464, 2404, 2464, 2504, 2424, 2444, 2524, and 2484. Bev Bel 5993 vista dome. Rivarossi
cars are RT600225 four car heavyweight passenger set. Con Cor cars include 000909 coach, 001009 diner, 000989 sleeper,
000949 dome, 001049 express boxcar, 001029 baggage, and 000969 observation. Trains range from C7+ to C9

115 Modern HO Rock Island passenger cars and diesel locomotive from Athearn and Walthers. Includes 931-222, 931-270, 931
-221 and 931-270 Alco FA A-B-B-A diesel locomotives. Athearn ready to roll passenger cars include 7924 coach, 7922
diner, 7921 RPO, and 7925 observation. Trains are C8-9.

116 Walthers and Roundhouse modern HO Union Pacific diesel locomotives and passenger cars in original boxes. Includes 931
-203, 931-203, and 931-262 Alco FA A-B-A. Walthers passenger cars with 931- prefix include 775 coach, 780 combine,
785 baggage, and 790 RPO. Roundhouse cars include 86632 observation and 86592 coach. Trains are C8-9.

117 Modern HO Missouri Pacific passenger train in original boxes. Athearn diesel locomotives include custom painted Alco
PA and PB power and dummy units, dummy F7A unit, and F7 A-B shells only. Eight Con Cor passenger cars include
00980R sleeper, 00920R RPO, 00980R sleeper, 00960R-1 observation, 01020R baggage, 00900R-2 coach, 01000-R diner,
and 00940R dome car. Trains are C8 to C10.
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118 Modern HO Soo Line passenger train from Walthers and Athearn. Includes 931-230 and 931-229 Alco FA A-A diesel
locomotive pair. Four Soo Line heavyweight passenger car kits, red cars are custom painted and lettered. Locos are C8-9.
Cars are C7 to lower C8.

119 Athearn modern HO Pennsylvania passenger cars and Alco PA diesel locomotives in original boxes. Includes Alco PA AB-B-A one A unit is powered. Heavyweight passenger car kits include 2447, 2507, 2467, 2407, 2487, 2467, 2527, and
2427. Streamlined cars include 1802, 1782, 1812, and 1832. Locos are C7-8. Kits appear to be new C9-10.

120 Athearn and Con Cor modern HO Santa Fe passenger train in original boxes. Includes Alco PA A-B-B-A one A and one B
unit are powered. Athearn heavyweight passenger cars include 2500, 2400, 2460, 2440, 2480. Seven Con Cor passenger
cars include 092010 Valley Flyer four car set, 001030 baggage, 000990 sleeper, and 001010 diner. Locomotives are C7-8
and passenger cars range C8-9.

121 Modern HO Canadian Pacific trains from Athearn and Model Power. Locomotives include custom painted maroon dummy
F7 A and B units, two 3137 CP Rail powered A units and 3038 dummy B unit. Six kit passenger cars include 2441, 2421,
2521, 2461, 2501, and 2481. Other passenger cars include 79082 RPO, 8852 diner, 8850 coach, and 8851 baggage.

122 HO Chesapeake and Ohio passenger locomotives and twelve passenger cars. Locomotives include F7 A-B-A with two
powered A units 3227 3028, dummy F7 A-B-B 3028, 3027, 3024. Athearn Ready to Roll heavyweight cars include 7820
baggage, 7822 Pullman, 7823 diner, 7824 coach, and 7826 observation. Con Cor passenger cars include 092019 four car
set, 001019 diner, 000999 sleeper, and 001039 baggage. Locomotives are C7-8, and passenger cars are C8-9.

123 Southern modern HO passenger locomotives and passenger cars in original boxes. Includes Athearn F7 A-B-A, one
powered A unit, powered Walthers 931-265 Alco FB powered unit. Con Cor passenger cars include 092004 four car set,
000984 sleeper, 001024 baggage, 001004 Diner, 000984 sleeper. Other cars include two express boxcars which appear to
be Athearn and 2488 observation kit. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item
in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

124 Modern HO Norfolk and Western and Norfolk Southern passenger cars and locomotives in original boxes. Con Cor
Norfolk Southern passenger cars include 0931 RPO, 0911 coach, 1011 Dining car, 0991 Pullman sleeper, 0971
observation. Norfolk and Western passenger cars include 2485 observation 000987 sleeper, 001027 baggage, 000947
dome, and 000907. Locomotives include 4324 dummy Athearn Trainmaster, and custom painted power and dummy GP-9.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

125 Modern HO Reading items including Proto 2000 23468 FA and FB diesel locomotives factory sealed and both powered.
Also included is three Bev Bel Reading coach kits, unbuilt. Items are C9-10.

126 Modern HO Athearn Atlantic Coast Line passenger cars. Six Ready to Roll cars include 7801 RPO, 7802 Pullman, 7803
Diner, 7804 coach, 7805 Clerestory coach, and 7806 observation. Also included is heavyweight green Pullman.

127 Modern HO Great Northern passenger items including the following Con Cor passenger cars 000933 sleeper, 001003
diner, 000903 coach, 000933 sleeper, 000943 dome, 000963 observation 000923 RPO, 001023 baggage, and 000903
coach. Locomotives include 931-201 Alco FA A unit, FA-1 dummy A, and dummy FB-1. This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7 to
C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot
be returned.

128 Modern HO Northern Pacific passenger trains including F7 A-B-B and F7 A-B-A dummy diesel locomotive sets. Eight
Con Cor passenger cars include 009606 observation, 010006 diner, 009806 sleeper, 009406 dome car, 010206 baggage,
009206 RPO, 009406 dome car, and 009006-2 coach. Four Athearn cars include baggage, RPO, coach, and observation.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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129 Modern HO Illinois Central passenger train including Proto 200 23208 Illinois Central E6 diesel locomotive. Con Cor
passenger cars include 092025 four car set, 01020F-1 baggage, 00980F-1 sleeper, and 01000F diner. Greenway cars
include six Illinois Central heavyweight cars and two Illinois Central cars with Central of Georgia and Florida East Coast
lettering. Trains are in general C8 condition.

130 Con Cor modern HO Golden State passenger cars in original boxes. Includes 092037 four car set, 01020T-1 baggage,
01000T diner, and 00980T-1 sleeper. Cars are C8-9.

131 Athearn HO California Zephyr passenger set. Includes 3149 and 3050 F-7 powered A and dummy B unit. Eight passenger
cars include 2151, 2161, 2131, 2151, 2141, 2111, 2121, 2151. Trains are C8 to C10.

132 Modern HO Southern Pacific locomotives and passenger cars. Includes Athearn power and dummy F7 A-B-A , dummy PA
B unit, black dummy F7 A-B-A. Nine Con Cor and Athearn streamlined passenger cars in original boxes also included.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C7 to lower C8 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

133 Modern HO passenger cars from AHM and Rivarossi. Twenty one undecorated passenger cars. See photos for best
description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

134 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern passenger train in original boxes. Includes 23187 Proto 2000 Chicago and
Northwestern E6 diesel locomotive with Mars light. Nine Bev Bell passenger cars include 5348, 5345, 5346, 5347, 5346,
5349, 5344, 5442, 5347. Trains are C8 to C10.

135 Walthers modern HO Trainline Alco FA diesel locomotives in original boxes. All have 931- prefix and include 214 and
267 FA and FB, 227 228 and 274 Lehigh Valley FA A-B-A, and Spokane Portland and Seattle 237 237 and 277 FA A-BA. Locomotives are C8 to C10.

136 Rivarossi and Walthers modern HO items including 5438 Nickel Plate Behire 765 with extra safety express boxcar, 5434
770 Berkshire, 932-27455 USRA gondola two pack, and 932-4651 Dynamometer car. Trains are C8 to C10 in this group.

137 Modern HO diesel locomotives from Proto 2000 and Athearn. Includes two MRC 50th Anniversary Dash 9 and 21683 and
21682 New Haven Alco PA A units. One PA A unit is C7-8, all other locomotives are C10.

138 Athearn and Bachmann modern HO Nickel Plate passenger items in original boxes. Includes custom painted dummy Alco
PA and three cars in Blue Bird paint. Fifteen Athearn and Bev Bel heavyweight passenger cars. Some in kit form and some
finished. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

139 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern passenger trains in original boxes. Includes Athearn F7 A-B-B-A, one A unit is
powered. Also included is Rivarossi HR4036 three car set, HR4038 baggage, and HR4037 Coach. Locomotives are C7-8,
cars are C8.

140 Modern HO powered Metra F40 diesel locomotive without box, Metra double decker cab car without box, Walthers 932
-6263 and -6253 Chicago RTA cars. One loose part noted on the Metra trains otherwise trains are generally C8-9.

141 Modern HO Santa Fe trains in original boxes. Includes Walthers 931-207 207 and 264 Alco FA A-B-A, Athearn blue F7
A-B-B-A all dummy units, Warbonnet F7 A-B-B-B-A one A unit and one B unit powered, and eleven passenger cars from
Athearn, Con Cor, and Stewart. See photos for best description on passenger cars. This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7 to C8+ with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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142 Modern HO Union Pacific trains in original boxes. Includes Athearn dummy F7 A and B unit, Alco PA A and B units one
powered, seven Athearn streamlined yellow passenger cars, six heavyweight yellow passenger cars, seven gray heavy
weight passenger cars, two Pullman heavyweight cars, three Roundhouse Harriman style cars, and five Con Cor
streamlined passenger cars. See photos for best description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in
the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

143 Modern HO Amtrak and other road names such as Baltimore and Ohio, Canadian Pacific, Southern Pacific, etc. Amtrak
items includes dummy F7 A-B-B-A, five streamlined Athearn passenger cars, two Con Cor phase two passenger cars, and
two Bachmann cars. Other items include 35-6008 Kato Baltimore and Ohio passenger cars, two Model Power Canadian
Pacific cars, Southern Pacific Model Power observation, IHC Lady Bird observation, and Erie passenger car in incorrect
original box. See photos for best description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot
having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

144 Modern HO Pennsylvania trains in original boxes. Includes Athearn F7 A and B unit dummy locomotive sets in Tuscan
and Brunswick, Walthers 931-206, 205, and 263 Alco FA A-B-A, four Walthers ready to run heavyweight cars, seven
other Pennsylvania cars from Rivarossi, Roundhouse, Athearn, and others. See photos for best description. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned.

145 Modern HO Athearn cars and locomotives in boxes. Includes eleven Carstens heavyweight passenger cars, two Model
Railroader 5633 observation cars, NMRA business car, and NMRA GP35 powered and dummy set. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

146 Modern HO Nickel Plate locomotive group including Proto 2000 21135 SW-9, two powered dummy Alco PA B units and
one powered, two 82028 GP30 Spectrum locomotives one still sealed, Walthers 932-1307 H10-44, 8415 GP-7 from Atlas,
Stewart 4160 AS-16, and MRC PB102 Alco C-420. Locomotives range from C7 to C10. See photos for best description.

147 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern locos and passenger cars in original boxes. Includes Proto 2000 21060 and 21061
E7 A units. One A unit is new and the other is C7 with some damage to hand rails. Passenger cars include seven
Roundhouse Harriman style cars, four overland style cars, three Walthers ready to run cars, and custom painted Athearn
car. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

148 Modern HO Louisville and Nashville passenger cars and locomotive shells from Greenway products and Con Cor. Nine
Con Cor 72 foot streamlined cars, FB-1 dummy unit, F7B shell only, and eight Greenway heavyweight passenger cars.
Cars range from C7 to C9 and are sold as is shown in the photos.

149 Modern HO dummy locomotives. Twenty three locomotives. All non powered dummy locomotives. Sample road names
include Rock, Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, Louisville and Nashville, Frisco, etc. This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6 to C8 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

150 Group of fifty HO reefers and boxcars. Cars have mild weathering and Kadee couplers installed on every example that we
have checked in this lot. Cars in every box. See photos for best description. We have spot checked a few lots and over
all condition seems to be C8. Group sold as is with no returns.

151 Group of fifty HO reefers and boxcars. Cars have mild weathering and Kadee couplers installed on every example that we
have checked in this lot. Cars in every box. See photos for best description. We have spot checked a few lots and over
all condition seems to be C8. Group sold as is with no returns.
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152 Group of fifty HO reefers and boxcars. Cars have mild weathering and Kadee couplers installed on every example that we
have checked in this lot. Cars in every box. See photos for best description. We have spot checked a few lots and over
all condition seems to be C8. Group sold as is with no returns.

153 Group of thirty eight HO reefers and boxcars. Cars have mild weathering and Kadee couplers installed on every example
that we have checked in this lot. Cars in every box. See photos for best description. We have spot checked a few lots
and over all condition seems to be C8. Group sold as is with no returns.

154 Athearn modern HO Burlington locomotives and passenger cars. Includes dummy custom painted GP-9, 3451 dummy
U30B, dummy 3055 GP-9, powered GP-9, F7 A-B-A all dummy units, F7B unit shell only, and seven passenger cars most
still in kit form. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

155 Modern HO diesel locomotives in original boxes. Includes Athearn 3724 Great Northern S-12 dummy, Great Northern GP
-9 dummy, Great Northern 3157 GP-9 powered, 3612 Great Northern F45P dummy, 2205 Western Pacific F&A and GP7
dummy pair, 4739 GP40-2 dummy, 4679 GP50 Mopac dummy, ucr U30B dummy, Union Pacific SW7 two dummy one
power, 3414 Western Pacific U28 dummy, 3154 Union Pacific GP7 powered, and Union Pacific GP 7 dummy. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned.

156 Modern HO Chicago and Northwestern diesel locomotives in original boxes. Includes 8002 Proto 200 SD7, 30059 SW8/9,
85017 Dash 8-40C factory sealed, dummy SDP40, dummy GP50, dummy SD40-2, dummy GP38-2, dummy C44-9W,
powered 4916 C44-9W, 4349 AC4400 powered, 4628 GP50 powered, 4628 GP50 powered, 4102 SDP40 powered, 2210
SD40-2 power and dummy set 2210, West Orland powered E7-A, 4323 and 4303 Trainmaster power and dummy set.
Trains are C7 to C10. Sold as is shown in the photos.

157 Modern HO freight car lot. Mix of Athearn and Walthers ready to run cars. Includes 5577 Chicago and Northwestern
hopper five pack, 5650 Lehigh Valley hopper five pack, 2313 Pennsylvania plug door boxcar two pack, 2309 2309
Northern Pacific boxcar two pack, 2386 Santa Fe boxcar two pack, 6100 Alton hopper 5 pack, 5577 Chicago and
Northwestern hopper 5 pack, 05921 Maxi Stack Centex five car set, 5917 CSX Gunderson five pack, 5911 Trailer Train
five unit set, 5930 Burlington Northern maxi stack five unit set, 7148 New York Central MDT reefer six pack, 7121
Needham reefer, 932-22127 Chicago and Northwestern boxcar two pack, and 932-23454 New York Central boxcar two
pack. Trains are generally C8 to C10.

158 Modern HO EMD Demonstrator locomotives in original boxes. Two 4765 GP60 powered, dummy GP60, dummy SD45,
and powered DD40 this has a detached rear truck, possibly broken. Locos are C6+ to C8+ sold as is shown in the photos.

159 Modern HO freight cars in Athearn boxes. Includes Bev Bel cars, although Con Cor, Kar Line, and others included. Fifty
cars total. Everything from built up to un built kits, a good mixed of new and used in this group. We have spot checked a
few cars and box descriptions seems to be accurate. Road names include Pacific Fruit Express, Canadian National, Railbox,
etc. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.

160 Modern HO steam locomotives including 82306 Spectrum Chicago and Northwestern 4-6-0, 11419 Nickel Plate 2-8-0, 41
-520-31 Bachmann 4-6-0, M9810 2-8-2 Chicago and Northwestern Mikado, and 5061-B Nickel Plate Berkshire from
AHM. Spectrum locomotives are C8, Other locomotives are C6-7.

161 Modern HO freight cars in original boxes. 100 cars from manufactures such as Tyco, Mantua, JMC, Walthers, AHM, IHC,
Walthers, and others. See photos for best description. Cars are brand new to used. Group sold as is with no returns.
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162 Modern HO locomotives and passenger cars from Athearn, Bachmann, Stewart, AHM. Includes 3632 Milwaukee Road
FP45, 3614 Wisconsin Central FP45 dummy, Southern Pacific GP9 powered, custom powered Indiana Harbor Belt
lightning stripe SW-7. 4160 AS-16 powered, Baltimore and Ohio powered GP-7, 41-629-C@ Chicago Transit PCC, 1312
South Shore Brill Trolley, Baltimore and Ohio GP-7 dummy, 2213 Indiana Harbor Belt, GP38-2 power and SW-1500
power set, Union Pacific track inspection car, 4474 KCS SD40-2 powered, dummy RS-2 New York Central dummy,
Norfolk and Western GP-18 dummy, Boston and Maine F-7 A-B-A, one A and B powered, two Boston and Maine Bev Bel
coaches, four Western Maryland passenger cars, and Western Maryland dummy FB-1 B unit. Items are C6+ to C10. Sold
as is shown in the photos with no returns.

163 Modern HO locomotive from Proto 2000, Athearn, and Walthers. Includes Proto 2000 23211 Kansas City Southern E6,
Baltimore and Ohio F-7 A-A with one powered unit, Walthers New York Central 931-211 Alco FA and dummy FB,
Burlington Northern F-7 A-B both dummy units, powered F7 without lettering and matching shell, CSX dummy F-7, CN F
-7 A-B-A with one powered A unit, Erie A-A one power one dummy, custom painted Santa Fe F7A powered, Florida East
Coast F7A powered, custom painted Wabash Alco PA powered, Southern Pacific F7 A dummy, and dummy Southern
Pacific F7B unit. Some units have Kadee couplers, some are brand new in the box. This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6 to C9 with the possibility
of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

164 Modern HO passenger car lot. Nice group includes Rivarossi 6981 Rock Island four car B set, Roundhouse 6050 Spirit of
76 Harriman three pack, three custom Richmond Fredericksburg and Potomac cars, three Tuscan Pullman heavyweight
cars, Northern Pacific heavyweight four car set with interiors, New Haven RDC Budd, two Northern Pacific streamlined
cars, 6402-CM ARR American Railroads, 95999 Athearn observation, 0001-00980L Delaware and Hudson sleeper, and
nine other miscellaneous passenger cars from Pennsylvania, Pullman, etc.

165 Modern HO freight cars in original boxes. 80+ cars, count not exact due to multiple cars in the Impack Intermodal boxes.
Manufactures include Athearn, IHC, AHM, and more. Sixteen boxes with Athearn Impack cars, also nice group of IHC
cars. See photos for best description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item
in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

166 Overland Models modern HO brass 451-500 Nickel Plate bay window caboose in original box. Painted and decaled and in
C8 condition with run time.

167 Nickel Plate Products modern HO brass wood caboose in original box. Custom painted by West Orland Car Works. C8
with run time.

168 Nickel Plate Products modern HO brass Nickel Plate L-1a 4-6-4 with ears in original box. Locomotive is painted and is in
C8 condition with run time.

169 Nickel Plate Products modern HO brass Chicago and Northwestern E-4 4-6-4 steam locomotive in original box.
Locomotive is factory painted and is in C7-8 condition due to some foam residue stuck to the corner of the skirt on the
engineers side. Foam in the inner carton has deteriorated.

170 Nickel Plate Products modern HO brass Chicago and Northwestern 400 passenger cars in original boxes. Included is diner,
baggage, parlor, and observation. Cars are factory new C9-10.

171 Overland Models modern HO brass single track Russell snowplow in original box. OMI-3841 is the catalog number. Stock
version used by Boston and Maine, Milwaukee Road, Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, Nickel Plate, and others. Plow
is factory wrapped in the box C10.

172 Westside Model Company modern HO brass Southern Pacific GS-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is factory painted and
is in C8+ condition with very light run time. Box has mild wear and interior foam has some deterioration.

173 Beaver Creek Models modern HO brass Virginia & Truckee 4-6-0 No. 27 steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive is
unpainted and in very nice C8-9 condition with very little if any run time. Original box has some light mildew spotting on
the top of the box lid. Very nice overall condition.
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174 Alco Models HO brass Milwaukee Road RSD-4/5 phase III diesel locomotive in original box. Catalog number D-121
Custom painted and lightly weather. C8 condition with run time. Original box lid has some spotting.

175 Oriental Limited HO brass EMD SW-1200 unpainted switcher in original box. C8 condition, one spot of darkening on the
top of the hood between the stacks. Box has mild wear on the lid.

176 Precision Scale Co. modern HO brass 15594 Pennsylvania K-7 single deck stock car in original box. Car is weathered with
Kadee couplers installed. Looks C8, however brake wheel is slightly bent. Box has mild wear.

177 Precision Scale Co. modern HO brass 41 foot round roof Borden’s 522 milk car in original box. Car is C8-9 with light run
time. Box has mild edge wear.

178 Modern Atlas HO Milwaukee Road custom diesel locomotives. Includes two Alco RS-1 locomotives, S-4 switcher, and S2
switcher. Locomotives all have Kadee couplers and light weathers. Paint work was very well done. C8.

179 Oriental Limited HO brass EMD 1750 HP GP-9 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive is unpainted and is in C8-9
condition with very little if any run time.

180 Stewart Hobbies modern HO unpainted diesel locomotives in original boxes. Includes two 9100 F7A phase I, 9101 F7B
Phase I and 4500 Baldwin RS-12. Locomotives are new C9-10. Boxes have mild wear.

181 Rail Works LTD HO brass Pennsylvania K-9A and K-11 round roof stock cars in original boxes. Both cars factory painted
in C8 condition.

182 Rail Works LTD HO brass Pennsylvania GRa unpainted gondola and G-41a steel coil car factory painted. Cars are C8-9,
no spotting or tarnish on the unpainted car.

183 Overland Models HO brass Southern Pacific FP7-A diesel locomotive in original box. Catalog number OMI-5826. Factory
painted by Overland and in C8 condition with run time.

184 Overland Models HO brass Alco C628 demonstrator diesel locomotive in original box. Catalog number OMI-5970.
Locomotive was factory painted by Overland. C8 condition with run time.

185 Milwaukee Road HO brass boxcars in original boxes. Includes two 0386 Oriental Limited door and a half automobile
boxcars and NJ International 602B 40 foot ribbed boxcars. All three cars have light weathering and Kadee couplers. C8
with run time. See photos for best description.

186 Huge lot of modern HO building kits from Model Power, Bachmann, IHC, Walthers, Piko, Con Cor and others. Sixty kits
ranging from built ups such as Golden Valley Depot and Palace Theater. Kits include Bachmann car shops, stores. etc. See
photos for best description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot
so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

187 Large HO lot highlights include MRC 312 sound station, Railpower 2800 transformer, small parts boxes with many Kadee
couplers and other HO parts, new Athearn detail parts such as windows, coal hopper loads, etc. Some built up kits, new in
package Athearn semi trailers, numerous diesel locomotive shells in Athearn boxes and much more. Great lot for the
modeler or reseller. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-C10 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

188 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Famous American Railroad set in OB. Includes 6306 Southern Tank Car, 9451 Southern
Box Car, Lionel 6431 Southern Bay Window Caboose, Lionel 9887 Farr Fruit Growers Express Reefer, Lionel 7304 #4
Southern Railroad Double Door Stock Car, Lionel 6104 Southern Hopper With Coal Load, and 8309 2-8-2 Southern
Mikado Steam Engine & Tender. All in original boxes. Trains are in C8 to C8+ condition with light run time. Boxes have
mild wear.
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189 Lionel modern O gauge Famous American Railroad series 3 Great Northern freight set in OBs including; 3100 steam 4-8-4
loco and tender, two 6102 covered hoppers, two 9819 Fruit Express reefers, 9449 boxcar, two 6304 tank cars, 9282 flat
with trailer and two 6438 bay window cabooses. Set is lower C8 with run time. Boxes have light wear.

190 Lionel modern O gauge Famous American Railroad series no. 2 Union Pacific freight set including; 8002 die cast 2-8-4
Berkshire steam loco and tender, two 9366 hoppers, two 9367 tanks, three 9383 piggyback flatcars with vans, two 9419
boxcars, two 9811 Pacific Fruit Express reefers and two 9368 bay window cabooses all in original boxes C8 to C8+ with
very light run time. Nice paint on the locomotive.

191 Lionel modern O gauge 8404 Pennsylvania Turbine 8404, 9456 Pennsylvania boxcar, 9476 Pennsylvania boxcar, 6123
PRR hopper, 6307 PRR tank car, 6908 Pennsylvania caboose. Trains are in original boxes. C8 with run time, boxes have
light shelf wear.

192 Lionel modern O gauge Spirit of 76 freight set all in OBs including; 1776 U36B diesel, 7601 Delaware boxcar, 7602
Pennsylvania boxcar, 7603 New Jersey Boxcar, 7604 Georgia boxcar, 7605 Connecticut boxcar, 7606 Massachusetts
boxcar, 7607 Maryland boxcar, 7608 South Caroline boxcar, 7609 New Hampshire boxcar, 7610 Virginia boxcar, 7611
New York boxcar, 7612 North Carolina boxcar, 7613 Rhode Island boxcar and a 7600 Frisco caboose. Trains are C9 with
no major signs of run time. Boxes have very mild corner wear.

193 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines set. Includes 8380 diesel locomotive, 6214 gondola, 19420 vat car, 5733 bunk car,
19303 hopper, 9849 reefer, 9239 caboose, and 9492 boxcar. Also included is 12725. Locomotive is C8-9 with little if any
run time. Cars range C7 to C8+. Boxes have light to mild wear.

194 Lionel modern O gauge Walt Disney Mickey Mouse Express Set with hi-cube boxcars including; 8773 U36B diesel
engine, 9660 Mickey Mouse, 9661 Goofy, 9662 Donald Duck, 9663 Dumbo, 9664 Cinderella, 9665 Peter Pan, 9666
Pinocchio, 9667 Snow white, 9668 Pluto, 9669 Bambi, 9670 Alice in Wonderland, 9671 Fantasia boxcar, and 9183
caboose. Trains are C8 with very little run time.

195 Lionel modern O gauge JC Penney 18679 Texas and Pacific 4-6-2 with display case sealed. Loco is factory wrapped C9
-10.

196 Lionel modern O gauge 18050 JC Penney Pennsylvania 4-6-2 loco in OB. Loco also comes with display case. Loco box is
open but case is sealed and loco is factory wrapped C10.

197 Lionel modern O Gauge fast food express set in OBs Includes 8160 Burger King GP20 with 7509 Kentucky Fried Chicken,
two 7510 Red Lobster, 7512 Arthur Treacher, 7513 Bonanza, and 6449 Wendy's caboose. Cars and loco are C8+ with very
light run time. Boxes have very mild wear.

198 Lionel modern O gauge 18669 Illinois Central 4-6-2 steam locomotive and display case in OBs. Loco is C9-10 and appears
factory wrapped. Display case is sealed.

199 Lionel modern O gauge 28068 4-6-4 Rio Grande Hudson Jr. in original box. Loco is C9-10 factory wrapped. Case is still
sealed.

200 Lionel modern O gauge 8615 Louisville & Nashville 2-8-4 Berkshire steam loco and tender with display case. Locomotive
is C8 with run time and case has also been used for display.

201 Lionel modern O gauge 11775 Anheuser Busch set in OB. Trains are C8-9 with little run time. Also included is 19038
Adolphus observation car and 16805 Anheuser - Busch reefer. Set box has some staining and light wear.

202 Lionel modern O gauge 11716 Lionelville Circus Special freight set in original box. Factory sealed C10.
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203 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania aluminum passenger cars; 9569 combo, 9570 Railway Express Agency baggage,
9571 William Penn coach, 9572 Molly Pitcher coach, 9573 Betsy Ross vista dome, 9574 Alexander Hamilton observation
and 9575 Thomas A. Edison coach all in original boxes. Cars are C7-8 with run time. Boxes have mild wear.

204 Lionel Burlington passenger set in individual OBs including; 8054/8062 chrome F3 ABA diesel units and aluminum
passenger cars; 9576 Silver Pouch baggage, 9577 Silver Halter Pullman, 9578 Silver Gladiola Pullman, 9579 Silver Kettle
vista dome, 9580 Silver Veranda observation and a 9588 Silver Dome vista dome. Trains are C8 with run time. Boxes have
mild corner and edge wear.

205 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives in original boxes. Three locomotives include 8071 Virginian SD-18 in C8-9
condition, 8762 Great Northern EP-5 C8+ with light run time, and 8558 Milwaukee Road EP-5 in C8 condition with run
time. All original boxes have mild wear.

206 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotive sets in original boxes. Includes 8552 Southern Pacific Alco FA A-B-A, 8656,
8657, and 8658 Canadian National Alco A-B-A, and 8361 and 8362 Alco A-B set. Locomotives are C8 to lower C9
condition.

207 Lionel modern O gauge passenger trains including shrink wrapped Amtrak set with 8936 locomotive, 16014, 16014,
16013, and 16015 passenger cars all in C7-8 condition. Also included are Chicago and Alton passenger cars 9554, 9555,
9556, 9557, and 9558. Chicago cars are C8 to C8+

208 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Nineteen cars include 16968 flat with helicopter, 9282 Great
Northern flat with trailers, 19715 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range caboose, 9361 Chicago and Northwestern caboose, 7517
Philadelphia mint car, 9430, 9429, 9431, 6421 and 9434 Joshua Lionel Cowen cars, 19721 Gulf Mobile and Ohio caboose.
19724 MKT caboose, 9173 Jersey Central caboose, 9733 Airco LCCA boxcar, 9358 LCCA hopper, 9113 Norfolk and
Western TCA hopper, 9157 flat with crane, 9158 Penn Central flat with steam shovel, and 9303 log dump car. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C7 to C9 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned.

209 Lionel modern O gauge 18550 JCPenney set containing a 18500 Milwaukee Road GP9 diesel and display case in
individual OBs with master carton. C8+ with light run time, display case is open.

210 Lionel modern O gauge Famous American Railroad Series Santa Fe freight set in individual original boxes . The set
contains a 8900 4-6-4 Hudson, 7712 Santa Fe wood side boxcar, 9322 ATSF hooper, 9880 Santa Fe refrigerator car, 9321
ATSF tank car, 9348 Santa Fe crane and 9323 ATSF bay window caboose. Also included is a 9418 Commemorative
boxcar in OB. The loco has very light run time, C8-9. The freight cars have never been run, C9-10. The loco OB shows
some wear.

211 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1056 High Tension tower set in original box. Three towers included. C8-9.
212 MTH modern O gauge Chessie MT-2108L SD-9 diesel locomotive with horn in original box. Locomotive is factory
wrapped C9-10, box has a split glue seam with tape repairs.

213 MTH modern O gauge Florida East Coast 20-2253-1 GP38-2 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Also included is 20-2406-3 dummy
GP38-2 in C8 condition.

214 MTH modern O gauge 20-2147LP Amtrak F40PH diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers, and
more. C7-8 with moderate run time. Box has mild corner wear.

215 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-2500 Pennsylvania Brunswick five stripe GG-1 in OB. Features horn. Factory
wrapped in the box C9-10.
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216 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-1113L New York Central Dreyfuss 4-6-4 Hudson loco and tender in OB. Loco
features smoke and whistle. C6 due to a missing NYC emblem on the nose and the top of the fin on the nose is detached.
Also has moderate run time.

217 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1373-1 Pennsylvania 4-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

218 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania Alco RSD-12 diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Catalog numbers 1405L and
1505L. Horn missing on 1505L. 1505L also appears to have Protosound installed with Protocouplers and QSI sound. Shell
loose on 1405L. Trains overall in C7-8 condition.

219 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania Alco RS-11 and RSD-12 diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Catalog numbers
1405LP and 1505LP. Boxes indicate that locomotives have sound installed. Both locomotives are in C8 condition with run
time. Boxes have mild wear.

220 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania U25B diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Both locomotives have QSI sound
installed. Catalog numbers are 1327L cab numbers 2611 and 2605. Shells are both loose on both locomotives, but electrical
systems and motors appear untouched inside both. C8.

221 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania GP-9 diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Includes 7000 and 7001. Both units
powered with horns. C8 condition with light run time. Boxes have mild shelf wear.

222 MTH modern O gauge 20-90178 Clinchfield composite hopper six pack in original box. C8-9 with little if any run time.
Box has mild wear.

223 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania U25B diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Both locomotives have QSI sound
installed. Catalog numbers are 1327LP cab numbers 2614 and 2627. C8 with run time. Boxes have mild wear.

224 MTH modern O gauge 20-90174 Pennsylvania AAR composite hopper six pack in original box. Cars are C8-9 with little if
any run time. Box has mild shelf wear.

225 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania U25B custom weathered and upgraded to Protosound 2.0. Finished to nice C8
condition. operating marker lights and a few detail grab irons added to the roof. See photos for best description.

226 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania U25B diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. One locomotive has QSI sound
installed. Catalog numbers are 1327LP and 1327L. Shell is loose on 1327LP cab numbers 2614 and 2627. C8 with run
time. Boxes have mild wear.

227 MTH modern O gauge Duluth Missabe and Iron Range ore car six packs in original boxes. Two sets are catalog numbers
90132 and 90162. Cars are C8 to C10. The set boxes have some dust and mild shelf wear.

228 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2627-1 Pennsylvania RS-1 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C7 with one damaged hand rail and paint loss at
the rim of the exhaust stack. Box has a two inch puncture and some dust.

229 Golden Gate Depot modern O gauge OLGE 100 ton coaling tower in original box. Brown color. C9-10, however a few
small paint chips on one chute where the chains have rubbed against it. Box has mild wear.

230 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania 30-1130 signal bridges in original boxes. Six bridges in C9-10 condition
Boxes have mild wear.

231 Weaver modern O gauge Pennsylvania VO-1000 diesel locomotives in original boxes. Both models are 1557LP. Cab
numbers 5916 and 5913. 5913 has a broken horn and some very small paint chips around the edged of the exhaust stacks.
Both models have sound installed. C7 to C8 condition. Boxes have mild wear.

232 MTH modern O gauge Pittsburgh and West Virginia two bay offset hopper six packs in original boxes. 90112 and 90111
sets each contain six cars. Cars appear to be in C8-9 condition, boxes have mild shelf wear, 90111 set label is worn.
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233 MTH modern O gauge Duluth Missabe and Iron Range ore car six packs in original boxes. Two sets are catalog numbers
90483 and 90484 Cars are C8 to C10. The set boxes have some dust and mild shelf wear.

234 MTH Railking modern O gauge die cast freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 8001 Baltimore and Ohio hopper,
8413 Great Northern boxcar, 8619 Century Beer reefer, 8302 Illinois Central depressed center flat, 8634 Blue Bird Pears
reefer, 8708 Pennsylvania stock car, 8406 Northern Pacific boxcar, 8617 Swift reefer, 8215 Reading hopper, and 5534C
Sheffield Farms reefer. Cars are C8 to C10.

235 MTH Railking modern O gauge die cast freight cars in original boxes. Nine cars include 8002 Lehigh Valley hopper, 8405
Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 8103 Pennsylvania tank car, 8631 Sheffield Farms reefer, 8630 Sheffield Farms reefer, 5534A
Sheffield Farms reefer, 8312 Chicago and Northwestern flat with 48 Ford truck, 8501 New York Central wood side
caboose, 5534B Sheffield Farms reefer. Cars are C8 to C10. Boxes have mild corner wear.

236 Railking 30-1144-1 Southern Pacific AC12 Cab Forward in original box. Loco features Protosounds, Protocoupler, Smoke,
and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

237 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1149-1 Pennsylvania S-2 turbine engine with Proto Sounds in OB. Loco is C8 with run
time. Box has some mild wear.

238 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-1108 Union Pacific Challenger steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke,
whistle, and more. Lower C8 with run time.

239 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2197-1 Union Pacific M10000 set in OB. Set features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
and more. Loco and cars are C8 with run time. Box has some dirt and mild wear.

240 Williams modern O gauge LL603 Luxury Liner Canadian Pacific aluminum six car passenger set in original boxes. Set is
in C8 condition with very light run time. Boxes have light wear.

241 MTH modern O gauge 20-90342 Pennsylvania 2-bay fish belly hopper six pack in original box. Hoppers are C9-10, box
label has light wear.

242 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania K-42 and Madison passenger cars in original boxes. Includes 30-1258-1 K
-4s steam locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Also included is
30-6904 Tuscan four car Madison passenger set. Both the locomotive and cars are in C8 condition with run time. Loco box
has some dirt and dust.

243 MTH modern O gauge 20-90343 Pennsylvania 2-bay fish belly hopper six pack in original box. Hoppers are C9-10, box
label has light wear.

244 Williams modern O gauge LL609 Luxury Liner Pennsylvania aluminum six car passenger set in original boxes. Set is in
C8-9 condition with very light run time. Boxes have light wear.

245 MTH modern O gauge MT-2133LP Pennsylvania AS-616 diesel locomotives in original boxes. One cab number is 8966
and 8974. 8966 has major paint loss and a corner of the shell broken near the front. C5-6, second unit is C8 with run time.
Both locos feature Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more.

246 Ross Custom Switches modern O gauge curved switches including 160M right hand switch regular curved, 230M #6 right
hand switch, and 126M left hand switch 072. All include DZ-1000 switch machines and controller buttons. Open but look
unused C8-9.

247 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania Tuscan Alco PA A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. C8 with run time. Light wear on original boxes.

248 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania SD-45 diesel locomotives in original boxes. Catalog numbers are two 2100LP and
2100L, Protosound on cab numbers 6146 and 6145, 6147 equipped with a horn. Trains are in C8 condition with run time.
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249 MTH Railking modern O gauge die cast freight cars in original boxes . Ten freight cars include 8312 Chicago and
Northwestern flat with 48 Ford truck, 8116 Quaker State tank car, 8611 Canada Dry reefer, 8202 Boston and Maine die
cast gondola with junk load, 8012 Norfolk and Western hopper, 8404 Railbox boxcar, 8402 Western Pacific die cast
boxcar, 8003 Pennsylvania die cast hopper, 8212 Northern Pacific hopper, and 8210 Peabody hopper. Cars are C8 to C10.

250 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1156-1 Pennsylvania 2-8-8-2 USRA mallet in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. C7-8 with moderate run time. Also included is 8009 Pennsylvania four bay hopper
die cast six pack in C8 condition. Boxes have mild wear.

251 MTH modern O gauge 20-20312-1 Pennsylvania GP-30 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound 3.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, Protoscale 3/2 conversion compatible and more. C8 with run time.

252 MTH modern O gauge MT-2075LP H10-44 Pennsylvania diesel locomotives in original boxes. Three locomotives all
including Protosound with Protocouplers and more. Locomotives are in C8 condition with run time. Boxes have light wear.

253 MTH modern O gauge MT-3011L Pennsylvania Y-3 2-8-8-2 mallet loco no. 374 and tender in original box. The loco has
been upgraded to Proto Sound 2.0 The loco and tender are C8 with run time.

254 MTH modern O gauge 30-1286-1 Norfolk and Western J class 4-8-4 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8-9 with little if any run time. Also
included is 30-67061 streamlined four car passenger set in the same C8-9 condition.

255 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge CSF&ERR 2-6-6-2 Samson articulated steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time.
Loco is 95 of 125 and features smoke with a black painted boiler.

256 MTH Railking modern O gauge New York Central MT-1101 Mohawk steam locomotive with smoke and whistle. Also
included is 6020, 6021, 6022, 6023 passenger cars. Trains are in C8 condition. Boxes have some mild wear, loco box has
heavy fading.

257 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania Alco S-2 switcher power and dummy units in original boxes. Powered unit is 20-2684
-1. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Dummy unit is 20-2684-3. Both
locomotives are C8 with run time. Boxes have mild wear.

258 Williams modern O gauge LL611 Luxury Liner Southern Pacific Daylight aluminum six car passenger set in original
boxes. Set is in C8 with light run time. Boxes have mild corner wear.

259 Lionel modern O gauge 32910 operating rotary coal tipple. No box, coal hopper included. Unit is stuck mid cycle with car
inside the unit. Will not power up to reset. No box. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

260 MTH modern O gauge Pittsburgh and West Virginia ore car six packs in original boxes. Two sets are catalog numbers
90500 and 90499 Cars are C9-10, 90499 is factory sealed, 90500 opened for inspection only.

261 MTH modern O gauge 20-2302-1 Pennsylvania 2500 HP transfer diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

262 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1119-1 Southern Pacific Daylight GS4 in OB. Loco features Protosounds, Protosmoke
and Protocoupler. Loco is C8 condition. 30-1126 Southern Pacific Auxiliary tender in OB. Four Daylight passenger cars
include 6060S vista, 6060S baggage, 6060S coach, 6060s observation 6061 vista, 6062 coach. Trains are C8 with run time.
Boxes have some dust and light wear.

263 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania GP-30 power and dummy diesel locomotive set in original boxes. Includes 20-2749-1
powered unit. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. 20-2899-3 dummy unit
also included. Both locomotives are C8 with run time.
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264 MTH modern O gauge EMD Demonstrator F-3 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Catalog numbers are MT-2090LP and
MT-2098L. Also included is 20-2090-3 powered B unit. A unit features Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Locos
are C8 with light run time. Boxes have mild shelf wear.

265 Lionel modern O gauge TTUX sets in original boxes. Nine sets include 52014 Norfolk and Western LOTS, 16345
Southern Pacific, 16334 Chicago and Northwestern, two 16322 Sealand, 19416 Illinois Central, 16904 New York Central,
52041 LOTS Conrail, and 52042 Canadian National missing one car and trailer. Cars are generally in the C8 area.

266 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2172-1 TCA Alco PA A-B-A set in OBs. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers, and
much more. Locos are C8 with run time.

267 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania Alco PA and passenger cars. Includes 30-2244-1 Alco PA A-A power and
dummy set. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also included is 67033 and
67034 streamlined cars, six total. Trains are C8 with run time. Boxes have light dust.

268 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania SD-9 diesel locomotives in original boxes. Both are catalog number MT-2109LP.
Locos feature Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Both are C8 with run time. Boxes have light wear. Cab numbers
are 7618 and 7624.

269 MTH modern O gauge MT-2071LP Pennsylvania GP-30 diesel locomotives in original boxes. Locos feature Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Both are C8 with run time. Boxes have light wear. Cab numbers are 2233 and 2231.

270 K Line modern O gauge Pennsylvania die cast hoppers in original boxes. Eight hoppers include four K6253-1891 and four
K6253-1892. Cars are C8 to C10. Boxes have light wear.

271 Lionel modern O gauge 38498 Pennsylvania DD35A diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive looks C8 with some run time,
however one handrail missing from rear corner.

272 Lionel modern O Gauge 11912 1996 Lionel Steel service station special in OB. Set includes #57 switcher and two ore cars.
Also included is 51502 ore car. Set is C8, add on car C10

273 MTH Railking modern O gauge Burlington Pioneer Zephyr in OB. Catalog number is 30-2186-1. Set features Protosound.
Set is C8 with run time. Box has light dust.

274 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk and Western aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Seven cars include 19139 baggage, 19140
combo, 19141 diner, 19142 coach. 19143 coach, 19151 roomette and 19144 observation. Cars C7-8 with moderate run
time. Boxes have light corner wear.

275 Lionel modern O gauge 19130 aluminum Lackawanna four-pack of passenger cars consisting of 19131 Baggage, 19132
Binghamton dining, 19133 Buffalo coach, 19134 Baltusrol Club observation car, 19135 Ithaca combo, and 19136 Utica
coach. C8 with run time. Boxes have moderate wear, 19134 box has damage to one corner.

276 Railking 30-1168-1 Pennsylvania M1A locomotive in original box . Loco features Protosound 2.0 with DCS, Fan Driven
smoke unit, Protocoupler and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Box has some light dirt and dust.

277 MTH Railking modern O gauge Norfolk and Western J class steam locomotive without box. Pretty sure this locomotive
came from set 30-4184-1. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Also included
are two 30-1117 Norfolk and Western auxiliary tenders.

278 MTH modern O gauge 40-4000 Z-4000 400-watt hobby transformer. No box layout used C7.
279 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania SD-9 power and dummy pair in original boxes. Includes 30-2464-1 powered
loco. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Also included is 30-2464-3
dummy unit. Powered loco is C8, dummy is C9. Both boxes have mild corner wear.
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280 Lionel modern O gauge aluminum TCA passenger cars in original boxes. Six cars include 52106 diner, 52155 baggage,
5220 vista dome, 52085 vista dome, 52143 coach, and 52062 skytop observation. Cars range C8 to sealed C10. See photos
for best description.

281 Weaver modern O gauge Gold Edition Tuscan Pennsylvania no. 9736 Baldwin Sharknose A-B diesel set in original box.
Trains are C8 with run time. Box has moderate wear with some duct tape on one end.

282 MTH Railking modern O gauge MTA Worlds Fair R-36 four car subway set in original boxes. Catalog number is 30-2274
-1. Powered car features Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Cars are C9 with no signs of
running beyond a factory test.

283 K Line modern O gauge K2480-8701CC Pennsylvania FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, smoke, Electrocouplers, and much more. C8 with run time.

284 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1395-1 Pennsylvania 6-8-6 S-2 Turbine steam locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. C9 with no signs of running beyond a factory
test. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge wear.

285 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2660-1 Pennsylvania SD-45 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time, however is a bit
dusty from sitting out on display.

286 Lionel modern O gauge 18000 Pennsylvania 0-6-0 B6 steam locomotive. Loco is C8 with run time. Box has mild wear.
287 Lionel modern O gauge 22936 coaling tower kits in original boxes. Boxes have moderate wear and creasing, but kits
appear to be complete in the box. See photos for best description. Sold as is.

288 Lionel modern O gauge 14167 #213 lift bridge. No box and missing light posts from the top of the bridge. Will be shipped
with counterweights detached. C7.

289 Weaver modern O gauge Gold Edition Tuscan Pennsylvania EMD E-8 A-A diesel locomotives in original boxes.
Locomotives are C8 with run time, however one front coupler tied closed. Locomotive original box has light corner and
edge wear.

290 Lionel modern O gauge 38416 Pennsylvania U28C diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C7-8 with run time and one
very tiny nick on the cab roof.

291 K Line and Lionel modern O gauge operating milk accessories and cars in original boxes. Includes 19894 Hood’s operating
milk car, K703-8011 Dairymen’s League milk car, and 42407 operating milk loading depot. Items are new in the box C9
-10.

292 K Line modern O gauge die cast two bay ribbed Clinchfield hoppers in original boxes. Eight cars all with the 6253- prefix
include 33511, 33512, 33513, 33514, 33521, 33522, 33523, and 33524. Cars are mostly C9 to C10 condition.

293 K Line modern O gauge die cast two bay ribbed CB&Q Burlington hoppers in original boxes. Eight cars all K6255-1331.
Cars are mostly C9 to C10 condition. Boxes have some mild wear

294 K Line modern O gauge die cast two bay hoppers in original boxes. Seven cars include four L6254-1811 Norfolk and
Western and three K6253-1652 Lehigh Valley. Cars are C8 to C10 condition.

295 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2753-1 Pennsylvania Brunswick green VO1000 diesel locomotive in original box.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.
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296 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2640-1 Pittsburgh and West Virginia VO1000 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C7-8 with moderate run time.
Box has light wear and a bit of dust.

297 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2931-1 Pennsylvania Tuscan VO1000 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C7-8 with run time and dusty from
display.

298 Lionel modern O gauge 12868 TMCC Cab-1 Remote and 12911 TMCC command base in original boxes. Base is new C9
-10, Cab-1 layout used C7-8. Both boxes dust.

299 K Line modern O gauge die cast Pennsylvania hoppers in original boxes. Ten cars include three 626-1892, K626-18931,
18932, 18933, and 18934, 626-1892, 623-1897, and 623-1899. Cars range C7+ to C10.

300 Four New York Central lanterns including Adlake No. 250 top stamped with N.Y.C.R.R. rusty top and slightly bent base,
red painted Dietz Vesta, top rim stamped New York Central and globe cast with raised NYC LINES, Handlan with NYCS
stamped in rim and N.Y.C.S. etched in globe, and red painted Handlan no globe, weighted base, and cage has been bent to
one side. All four lanterns have burner pots. Sold as is shown in the photos.

301 New Haven Railroad lanterns including Dressel with red globe embossed NYNH&H and Adlake Reliable with rim
stamped N.Y.N.H H.R.R. and clear globe embossed with N.Y.N.H. & H.R.R. Top of this lantern is damaged, Both
lanterns include burner pots.

302 Pennsylvania Railroad lanterns. Four lanterns include Dressel with Keystone embossed in rim and keystone etched in the
clear globe, Handlan with PS Keystone stamped in the rim and PS Keystone embossed in the clear globe, Adlake Kero
with repaired bottom and repainted Keystone stamped in the top of the lantern and keystone etched in the clear globe, and
Handlan with Keystone stamped in the top and red globe. All lanterns have burner pots, See photos for best description.

303 Unique railroad lantern with locking base. Base appears to be designed to mount to the top of the post and the Adlake
lantern locks to the base. Red globe with burner pot. Baltimore and Ohio railroad lock included with a key ring with the
correct key and extra railroad lock keys. See photos for best description.

304 Cincinnati Union Terminal Adlake Kero railroad lanterns. Both clear globe, one with C.U.T. CO stamped in the rim and
the second stamped with CUT in the rim. Both have burner pots and are un restored. No notable damage to either.

305 Five Pennsylvania Railroad lanterns in various conditions. Includes Adlake with Pennsylvania Lines stamped in the rim, no
globe, cage significantly bent, Handlan with Keystone stamped in the top and keystone etched in clear globe, rusty
Armspear with Keystone stamped in top, rusty Handlan with Pennsylvania Lines cast into the clear globe, and Handlan red
globe with Pennsylvania Keystone stamped in the rim. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos with
no returns.

306 Kentucky and Indiana Terminal Adams Westlake lantern. No globe. Rim stamped with K & I.T. R.R. Some rust, burner
pot included. See photos for best description. No major damage.

307 Union Switch and Signal Baltimore and Ohio position light signal parts. Includes two 94150A hoods in good condition and
three light housings complete with clear inner lenses. All in good usable condition.

308 Adlake non sweating railroad switch lantern. Includes nice white and yellow day targets with no major paint loss. Blue
(white) and amber lenses also in good condition. Burner pot is complete and looks to be in nice condition. Great looking
switch lantern. See photos for best description.

309 Handlan Union Pacific semaphore or train order lamp. Lantern is complete, but paint is starting to lift. Looks to be an older
repaint. UP RR stamped on the lower tag below the lens. No major damage to the lantern body.

310 Handlan Pennsylvania Railroad lantern with CNX amber globe. Top of lantern stamped with Pennsylvania Keystone.
Includes complete burner pot. Base slightly bent. See photos for best description.
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311 Dietz No. 40 Traffic Gard lantern. Unusual Stamping on top of tank says " STOLEN FROM D.P.L. CO." Possibly Dayton
Light and Power?? 8.5" Tall - Base is 7.25" Diameter. Nice clean condition, no major rust or damage.

312 Dressel switch lantern with burner pot. Decent un restored example. Some chipping on the day targets, Yellow targets
marked 9S. Base mount is slightly bent and lantern leans when set on a flat surface. See photos for best description.

313 Dietz Vesta Pittsburgh and West Virginia Railroad lantern with clear globe. Rim stamped with P & W.V. Ry. Co. Overall
very clean lantern without major rust or damage.

314 Dietz Vesta Pittsburgh and Lake Erie railroad lantern. Clear CNX globe. Rim of lantern stamped with P.&L.E. R.R.
Lantern has some paint drips on the top and a slightly bent base.

315 Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway lanterns and oil cans. Includes red painted Dietz Vesta with C.C.C.
& St. L. Ry. top has some rust issues red globe has paint on it, black Dietz Vesta with CNX globe with NYC Lines
embossed globe and C.C.C. & St. L. Ry. Two oil cans also with C.C.C. & St. L. Ry. and C.C.C. & St. L. embossed on both
cans. See photos for best description.

316 Dressel railroad switch lantern. Includes white and yellow day targets with some chipping and rust around the edges and
backs. Blue (white) and amber lenses also in good condition. Burner pot is included. Some minor rust at the top. See photos
for best description.

317 Armspear 1925 Norfolk and Western lantern. Rim is stamped N.&W. RY. Adlake Kero clear short globe etched with
N&W RY. Burner pot included. Some light rust on bale and on top. No major damage.

318 Baltimore and Ohio Railroad lanterns and oil can including Adlake Kero missing globe and burner pot. Stamped B.&O. R.
R. on the top, Armspear 1925 stamped B.&O. R.R. on the top, slightly bent base, Adlake 300 burner pot, and a large oil
can stamped B&O RR measuring 29 inches tall. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos with no
returns.

319 Pennsylvania Railroad oiling cans, torch, and more. Includes red painted large oil can 28 inches tall with stamped
Keystone, torch with some rust issues and a PS stamped Keystone, short snout oil can with stamped Pennsylvania
keystone, and a 12 inch diameter base can in nice condition with stamped Pennsylvania keystone.

320 Group of New York Central and PA L W railroad oil cans. One long spout with NYCS stamped, two small short spouts
with NYCS, short spout with PA L W, and PA L W with some rust holes. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown
in the photos with no returns.

321 Group of four railroad lanterns including Dietz Vesta Delaware Lackawanna and Western stamped D.L. & W.R.R. on the
rim. repainted Canadian National Adlake Kero with CNR stamped in rim and CNX clear globe with CNR embossed in the
globe, Southern Pacific red globe Adlake with SP CO stamped in the rim incorrect Pennsylvania etched short red globe
installed, Armspear 1925 Illinois Central with I.C.R.R. stamped in the rim Adlake Kero embossed in short clear globe. All
have burner pots. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

322 Neat Railroadiana item. Cast iron railroad “End Auto Block” sign. All original with the age patina to prove it. No cracks or
repairs. Measures 25.25 inches tall by 17.25 inches wide. See photos for best description. We can ship but item weight is
north of 50 pounds . Pickup strongly encouraged.

323 Group of railroad oil cans and torches. Five oil can and six torches of various lengths and sizes. No railroad markings
visible. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

324 Handlan round ball type lantern and wall hanger. Burner seems to be complete but missing glass chimney. See photos for
best description. Sold as is.

325 Group of railroad lanterns sold as is for parts or restoration. Includes yellow painted Adlake Kero body, complete Handlan
with clear globe, No. 39 Keystone Lantern Co. missing globe, Adams Westlake body missing globe, incredibly rusty
lantern, can’t even read manufacture on top, and silver painted Dietz Vesta with red globe. Group sold with no returns.
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326 Group of wrenches many of them larger sized believed to be used for railroad related work. Includes J.H. Williams
dropped forged with D&H stamped in one end, sizes are 2 5/8 and an inch and 7/8, small hammer with what appears to be
“DE” forged in each end, Williams wrench with 1 1/4 inches and 17/16th ends, LS&MS No. 10 with 3 and 1/4 inch end
and 2 3/4 inch end, Herbrand? with 3/4 inch end and 5/8 inch end, and a pair of snips? See photos for best description. All
sold as is shown.

327 Railroad wrenches and hammer. Includes Springfield adjustable wrench marked B&C (Possibly Belpre & Cincinnati),
P&OCO wrench, W&B pipe wrench marked C&O, wood handle pipe wrench B&O RR, hammer marked SCL and L&N,
and steel wrench marked B&O. See photos for best description.

328 Dressel semaphore or train order lamp. Lantern has no burner pot, and some rust on the top. Rest of the lamp appears to be
original.

329 Two Dietz Acme Inspector lamps. Assumed to be for railroad use. One has black paint sprayed on the rear. Both include
burners and original globes. Third rusty lantern included, manufacture name obscured. All sold as is shown in the photos.

330 Large railroad steam locomotive crank nut wrench. Designed for four inch nuts. Marked with “350 Crank Nuts” stamped in
one side. Wrench has been painted at some point which has obscured the maker. Measures about 24 inches tall.

331 Baltimore and Ohio railroad passenger car step box. Paint and feet appear to be original. Shows wear to be consistent with
normal railroad use. Embossed with B&O on one side.

332 Crouse-Hinds railroad light. Red lens has a diameter of eight inches. Manufactures tag still on the side. Model number of
LDBJ still legible. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos

333 Group of lantern globes and glass lenses. Highlight globes include two seven inch tall Dietz red globes, Dietz Little Wizard
red globe, Dietz Little Wizard blue globe, 6 inch tall CNX clear globe etched with B&O RR and Safety First on the other
side, Circle K 5.25 inch tall globe with Pennsylvania Lines etched on globe, two Adlake Kero clear globes etched with C.
&O. on one side, eight other clear globes included. Lenses are all 4.5 inch diameter lenses and include two blue, three
amber, two red, and six green. Also included two burner pots. This group is sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

334 Group of eight railroad tools. Includes Pennsylvania number 2 coal shovel with keystone stamped in handle, derail sign,
two smaller set of tongs, and three larger set of tie tongs, and a set of long pliers which appear to be possibly for rivets.
Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

335 Five pairs of railroad tie tongs, one marked NYCS for New York Central. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.
336 Duff Barrett No. 2 railroad jack with wooden handle and Simplex 217A railroad jack. Both sold as is shown in the photo
with no returns.

337 Group of Railroadiana including vintage track level, two large track wrenches double ended wrench is 46 inches long, the
single end is 48 inches long. the fourth tool we are not sure what exactly it was used for. Feel free to contact us and we will
update the description. Items sold as is shown in the photos.

338 Railroad signal mast mile post board. Perfect finishing touch for your restored signals. Comes with four porcelain number
inserts with room for one additional number to be added. Measures 36 inches tall.

339 Vintage railroad smoker / lounge ashtray stand. Railroad emblem has been removed from the base. Some INCREDIBLY
LIGHT rust on the stand, could use a nice polish. Top has a stainless steel rim for cocktails and ashtray with match holder
in the center. Center unscrews to reveal a hidden ash bucket. See photos for best description.

340 Missouri Pacific vintage railroad smoker / lounge ashtray stand. Missouri Pacific logo on the base. Top has a stainless steel
rim for cocktails and ashtray with match holder in the center. Some light flash rust on the ash try and stand pole Center
unscrews to reveal a hidden ash bucket. See photos for best description.

341 Large group of Atlas / Badger rail car movers, tie rollers, rail movers, etc. Six complete units with poles attaches, three
loose poles, and six loose heads. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.
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342 Pennsylvania vintage railroad smoker / lounge ashtray stand. Pennsylvania keystone logo on the base. Top has a double
deck stainless steel top for cocktails and ashtray with match holder in the center. Mild rust flash rust on the ash try and
stand pole Center unscrews to reveal a hidden ash bucket. See photos for best description.

343 Two large hooks including Vulcan 34 measuring 17 inches tall with a 3.5 inch diameter eyelet. Crosby hook measuring 13
inches tall with a 2.5 inch diameter

344 Full size Baltimore and Ohio cast iron whistle post. Measures 100 inches tall. Post has been repainted. Corner of the
whistle sign was broken and welded back into place. Crack is still visible. Extremely heavy sign. Local pickup strongly
recommended buyer will be responsible for making all shipping arrangements if they wish to have it shipped.

345 Large group of railroad tools including two picks marked Baltimore and Ohio, pick marked PRR, two spike drivers, three
Atlas type car movers, hand wrench for track bolts, what appears to be a parker for the fire box,spring loaded hay puller,
car grab iron, small brake wheel. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos.

346 Group of railroad torches, oil cans, etc. Includes Santa Fe water cup marked AT&SF, oil can with some pin hole rust on the
bottom marked CCC St. L Ry, larger black oil can with PS keystone, smaller unmarked oil can, 4 quart liquid canister with
small repair on the bottom, black oil can missing lid, larger oil can marked C & O Ry, and painted oil can that has been
electrified lamp components added. Group sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

347 Group of railroad items including small torch marked Pa. L W, Adlake non lighted switch lantern with red and green
painted targets, and reproduction Santa Fe brass spittoon.

348 Armspear railroad switch lantern. Two of the green lenses are newer replacements, one white day target has been repainted,
burner pot included. Sold as is shown in the photos, some mild to moderate chipping on the day targets.

349 Group of electric railroad lanterns including a Beacon 10-A, Delta 9-S5311, two Star, Economy Electric, Justice
Manufacturing No. 1017, Delta Powerlight, Handlite Co, and Conger lantern. Items range from good condition to restore
and in need of restoration. Sold as is shown in the photos.

350 Group of railroad ticket punches and car tags. Ticket punches include S.A. & Co. Poole Bros., older 1/2 fare punch made
by a Chicago company which has the name partially obscured, McGill Utility punch, McBee 5227, unmarked punch with
unique end, PJ Meith punch, fourteen Rio Grande car tags, and EJ Brooks car door seal with unused sealed, stamps the
letters SM in the seals. Group sold as is shown in the photos.

351 Group of railroad locks and lanterns. Four locks include Missouri Pacific MOW lock marked MPMW, Santa Fe lock
marked AT&SF, small ALPS lock without marking, and a lock marked 1967 with the key, Lanterns include Dietz Vesta
clear globe missing burner and bottom, Handlan marked with Property of L S G Co with red Handlan globe, repainted
Handlan with incorrect red globe, and Handlan Pennsylvania Railroad marked with embossed Pennsylvania keystone in
rim and clear CNX globe with PRR etched in it. Group sold as is shown in the photos.

352 Group of railroad timetables, date nails, and a diesel locomotive number board. Timetables include 1939 Baltimore and
Ohio, 1939 Louisville and Nashville, 1912 New York Central, and 1962 Illinois Central . Includes 1936 and 1966 date
nails. Diesel locomotive number board from unit 4754, unsure of heritage. Group sold as is shown in the photos.

353 Santa Fe railroad caboose marker lantern. Chimney top appears to have been nicely replace, but this has removed
manufacture name. Lamp has also had bottom partially removed to electrify it. Santa Fe stamped on the side. See photos
for best description.

354 Illinois Central Railroad passenger car step box. Box has a few coats of paint and moderate rust on the inside and around
feet. Decent condition, but a good candidate for restoration. See photos for best description.

355 Railroad lanterns and oil pots. Includes Rock Island Adlake with Rock Island emblem stamped in the top has an older
electrification job with a cloth cord, T.L. Moore bell bottom lantern with wooden bail and MK & T Ry etched in the globe,
Erie oil can with Erie R.R. embossed in the lower rim of the can, and Santa Fe Handlan oil can with AT & SF embossed on
the underside of the can. See photos for best description. Overall fair to good condition.
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356 Really unique trolley fare coin tube with wooden tray and dispensing mechanism. Wooden base has lost much of it’s
original black paint. Dispenser tube has a few very small spots of rust. Base measures about 10 inches wide and in total
measures 20.5 inches tall. No manufacture visible.

357 Santa Fe Railroad Keen Kutter brass lock. Stamped “General” on one side. Some pitting on the shackle. Measures 2 1/8th
inches wide and 3 and 3/4 inches tall. No key. See photos for best description.

358 Authentic Pettibone MKT / Katy railroad conductors hat. Includes two Katy buttons and conductor emblem on front. Top
of the hat has started to split at the edges. See photos for best description.

359 Neat and diverse of Railroadiana including Weston Santa Fe lipstick tube lighter, Adlake Santa Fe lock with matching
marked key, small unmarked punch, new pack of Santa Fe Congress playing cards, Burlington Route, Grand Trunk, and
East Broadtop 45 RPM records in original sleeves, neat framed match book collection including Norfolk and Western,
Flying Yankee, Pennsylvania, North Shore Electroliner, and one unknown. Also included a newer Zephyr tin sign and B.G.
Young and Son glass bottle with original stopper. See photos for best description.

360 Cincinnati Sandusky and Cleveland Railroad 1888 Annual pass. Numbered 802 and measures 4.25 by 1.5 inches. No
creases or tears. Corners show very light wear.

361 Great Northern Railroad “Selected Views Oriental Limited Route” book. Measures 12.25 by 10 inches. Includes hand
colored photos inside the book. Printed by the Albertype company. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the
photos. Some light discoloration to the edges of the cover.

362 Group of railroad time tables and booklets. Santa Fe items include: Chief Way 1966 ticket packet, 1963 Along the Route of
the Super Chief, 1948 Chicago Railroad Fair Indian Village book, 1948 Chicago to California time tables, Chief Way
stationary set, 1962 Chief Way brochure, 1962 Santa Fe Map, 1950-51 El Captain brochure, 1957 passenger time table,
Indian Country of the Southwest, 1963 Hi-Level El Captain brochure. Other items include The Union Pacific story, Rio
Grande Silverton brochure, Frisco 1905 timetable, 1920 Missouri Pacific timetable, Pullman On Dress Parade, Ride the
High Iron comic, New York Central 1897 westbound timetable, Pennsylvania 1930 Pittsburgh local timetable, Rock Island
1935 timetable, Rock Island 1956 timetable, Monon 1925 timetable, Missouri Pacific 1949 timetable, Baltimore and Ohio
Transportation Museum guide, 1964 Baltimore and Ohio National Limited dining car menu, Central Mexicano 1884
timetable, and ten older railroad postcards. Group sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

363 Unique and tough 1886 Historical Sketch of the Switch Back Railroad and an Account of the rise and growth of the Lehigh
Coal and Navigation book. Measures 5 by 7.25 inches. 40 pages total. Missing front cover, rear cover partially detached.
See photos for best description. A few pages have light staining and wear.

364 Group of Railroadiana and more. Includes 3041 diesel locomotive number board uncertain of heritage, Whitaker Mfg. 1915
Egyptian water bag, Vagell’s Treasure House 1969 toy train parts catalog, Railroad Collectibles price guide. Lionel
Wonderbook of Railroading,, Carstens Toy Trains of Yesteryear Standard gauge, and 144 track plans. See photos for best
description. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

365 Four railroad oil cans, One marked PAL, the other NYCS for New York Central, two other cans have no visible railroad
markings. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

366 Wonderful group of thirteen Super 8 railroad films most in original packaging from Blackhawk. Includes American
Freedom Train in Color and sound, 860-227 preview reel, Clear Iron Story of RDG, George Town Loop, Western Trains of
Long Ago, The Great Train Robbery, Winter RR in the Colorado Rockies, Logging Railroads of the West, Wreck, Three
Transcontinental, Wheels A Rolling, and Coming of the Streamliners. Also included is a 1951 Association of American
Railroads film directory. A very useful tool if you collect these films. One film is unboxed and appears to be a copy of
Union Pacific Big Boy and Brothers which is a tough film to find. All appear to be in good condition.

367 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes three platters all featuring the
Cumberland Narrows. Includes Lamberton 11 1/4 with some light spotting on the back, 11 3/4 Sterling Lamberton with
some crazing in the glaze on the rear, and a Scammell Lamberton 11 1/2 inch platter in good condition. See photos for best
description.
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368 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes two 14 inch Scammell
Lamberton platters and 13.75 inch Scammell Lamberton platter with the 1920’s Patent Applied for logo. All three
show signs of use on the glaze on the front center of the platters and on the reverse side. No chips, cracks or
breaks. No deep scratches or hair line cracks.

369 Original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china 15.5 inch Scammell Lamberton platter. One small chip on
the back side of the platter. Front is in very nice condition, one small factory burn mark under the glaze.

370 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes 8.75 inch Lamberton plate with
the Patent Applied For shield on the back, 11 inch Scammell Lambert’s divided dinner plate, and three
Lambert’s 10.5 inch dinner plates with Design Patented shield on the reverse. The divided dinner plate has very
light wear on the glaze on the front and some light spotting on the sides and rear. Other plates all in very good
condition, no cracks, chips, or breaks.

371 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes 6.75 inch Scammell Lamberton
with patent applied logo, three seven inch Scammell Lamberton plates one with two chips on the reverse, three
6.25 Shenango plates, one had four way hairline crack through both side of the plate, 6 inch Lamberton Sterling
plate marked B8 on the reverse with Ivory logo, and two 6.25 Scammell Lamberton plates. Major issues have
been noted in the descriptions, otherwise items are in over all very nice condition. See photos for best
description.

372 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes Royal Blue tea pot made by
Hall and stamped 182 on the bottom this is a reproduction piece. 4.75 inches tall and about 7 inches wide, two
Scammell Lamberton sugar bowls, one has some mild spotting in various areas, Scammell Lamberton tea pot
with design patented capitol logo, BTC 9260 World’s Fair Route sugar dish, Scammell Lamberton 4.25 inch
Snuff a rette ash tray in very nice condition with patent pending shield logo on the rear, and Hall reproduction
bud vase in royal blue. No notable chips, cracks, or breaks in this lot.

373 Baltimore and Ohio railroad china pitchers. Three include two in the Centanary pattern one from Lamberton and the other
from Scammell. Third dark blue pitcher is made by Hall. Wonderful condition, no chips or breaks.

374 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes ten Scammell / Lamberton 6 inch plates,
four Scammell Lamberton plates with a slightly deeper dish than the other plates, and seven Scammell Lamberton tea cups.
A few minor condition issues, one hairline noted in the handle of one cup, some other very minor flaws in the glaze on
some of the plates. No major cracks, chips or breaks.

375 Two Baltimore and Ohio railroad dinner menus. Includes incredible Royal Limited menu, near flawless condition. No date
on the menu. Second menu is a May 1938 menu some marking and staining inside the menu and wear to the cover. Also
included is a Baltimore and Ohio pocket secretary with the Baltimore and Ohio emblem on the inside. See photos for best
description.

376 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes two Scammell Lamberton creamers both
stamped 42 on the bottom. One has darker printing than the other. Also included is two Scammell Lamberton Coffee / tea
pots. One features the horse drawn car and Philip Thomas locomotive the other with the Potomac Valley and Thomas
Viaduct. Overall good condition with no breaks, chips, or cracks. See photos for best description.

377 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes three 5.25 inch bowls with Scammell
Lamberton design patented capitol dome logo and 5 1/8th bowl with Lamberton patent applied for logo. One bowl has
some spider cracking on the bottom in the glaze, not all the way through the bowl. Also included is four 9 inch bowls with
Scammell Lamberton design patented capitol logo. No chips, cracks, or breaks on the 9 inch bowls, very nice condition.

378 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes eight demitasse cups all with the
Scammell Lamberton design patented capitol dome logo, two 3.5 inch demitasse saucers, and three 3 3/8 inch soup cups
with design patented capitol dome logo. No chips, cracks, or breaks noted on any of the pieces. A few very small spots on
the inside a few of the cups.

379 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes gravy boat design patented capitol, 6
1/8th inch baker design patented capitol with an overstamped N, two 10 inch celery troughs with Sterling Lamberton
capitol logos, and 11 3/4 celery trough with a few small bubbles in the glaze on the underside of the dish. No chips, cracks,
or breaks noted on any of the pieces.
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380 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes five 6.5 inch Scammell Lamberton bowls
with design patented logo, 6.5 inch bowl with a slightly different rim and Carrollton Viaduct scene, two 7.25 inch Thomas
Viaduct plates with design patented logo, four 4.5 inch Thomas Viaduct plates, design patented logo one with spider
cracking on the underside, and two 2.5 inch small demitasse cups with fill lines. No chips, cracks, or breaks noted on any
of the pieces. A few small spots, but nothing major to note.

381 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes four 8.25 inch Sterling Lamberton plates
with capitol logo, 8.25 inch Scammell Laberton plate with design patented capitol logo, two 8.25 inch round Scammell
Lamberton plates with the early patent applied for logo, 8.25 round plate with later design patented capitol logo, 3.75 inch
bowl with design patented capitol logo and a 5 /78th inch domed lid with no markings inside. No chips, cracks, or breaks
noted on any of the pieces. Light spider cracking on the underside of one of the 8.25 inch oval plates. See photos for best
description.

382 Baltimore and Ohio railroad china and glassware including two 5.75 inch capitol dome glasses, 4 inch juice glass, B&O
double egg cup, Hall creamer, tall and short pitcher bottles with stoppers made in Canada, and 3.5 inch drink glass. No
chips, cracks, or breaks noted on any of the pieces. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

383 Baltimore and Ohio railroad R.R. Scenery photo book. Very early book measuring 6 x 5 inches. Thirteen pages printed on
one continuos page that folds out. I would think by the age of some of the drawings that this dates to the late 1800’s. Hard
to tell. Spine is is completely cracked, book in two halves. Also included is an American Railroad Supply Company
engineer hat name plate. See photos for best description.

384 Baltimore and Ohio railroad silver including Reed and Barton soldered silver 102 tray / plate measuring 9 x 5.5 inches,
small Schofield 3 inch diameter pot with handle and lid, 1981 International Silver B&O large spoon, 1981 International
Silver B&O butter knife, and 1981 International Silver B&O small spoon. Group sold as is shown in the photos with no
returns.

385 Great group of ten vintage railroad ticket punches. Manufactures include M.M. Buck, Mac Meith, McGill, and more. See
photos for best description. Also included is a Frisco lock without the key. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

386 Adlake non sweating caboose lantern which has been electrified. Marked “LEFT” on the chimney. No burner pot or fount.
Appears to have been refinished at some point in the past. Clean overall condition.

387 Very nice and mostly complete Union Pacific flare and flag kit. Metal carrying kit stamped UPRR. Appeared to have been
repainted at some point, a very small amount of rust on the bottom. Complete with torpedoes, flares and flag. Nice example
of this kit.

388 Adams Westlake Milwaukee Road lantern. Top has a serial number of 32434 stamped in the rim. Lantern has been
repainted and has a few mild dents in the top. Burner pot included. Cobalt blue circle K globe etched with CMStP & PRR.
Globe has small chip in the inside top rim. See photos for best description.

389 Adlake non sweating Chicago and Northwestern caboose lantern which has been electrified. Marked “LEFT” on one side
of the chimney and C&NWR on the other. No burner pot or fount. Appears to have been refinished at some point in the
past. Clean overall condition.

390 Dressel two way railroad lantern for restoration. One lens included. No hold down rings, gaskets, and burner has been
removed to electrify lamp. See photos for best description. Sold as is.

391 Milwaukee Road annual pass collection that has been nicely framed. All passes issued to Mr. Warren Jacobson, who
eventually became Assistant Comptroller for the Milwaukee Road, or his wife. Pass years include 1960-62, 1964-66. 1964
-66, 1969-70, 1969-70, 1969-70, and 1966-68. The frame measures, 9.25 inches wide by 32.75 inches tall.

392 Milwaukee Road Railroad unique Overland Limited poster. Appears to be an original print and in an older frame. Poster
measures approximately 26 x 20 inches, some covered by the edge of the frame. Marked with The Chicago Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway. Excellent condition with no visible rips, holes, or staining.
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393 Western Union self winding Naval observatory clock. Consignor states that it was removed from the Milwaukee Road
depot in Milwaukee. Includes two Burgess dry cell batteries. Pendulum removed for shipping. measures 21" long x 4" wide
x 21". See photos for best description.

394 Group of vintage office items. Consignor states they came from the office of Milwaukee Road Railroad assistant
comptroller Warren R. Jacobson. Includes Emerson FM Radio with patent number 560726, Zenith model 6D612 radio, and
vintage florescent desk lamp. See photos for best description. Sold as is. Radios appear to be in good condition with
original cords.

395 Pullman railroad dining car chair. Steel frame with stainless steel art deco handle on the rear of the chair. P600-1646
stamped on the underside of the frame. Fabric is in wonderful condition with no rips, stains, etc. Really nice condition for
the age. Measures about 33 inches tall, 18 inches wide, and 20 inches deep

396 Pullman railroad car lamp fixtures. Includes 8 inch square fixture with two bulbs and a blue night lamp housed inside and a
round fixture with a single bulb measures about 8 inches long by 6 inches wide. See photos for best description. Sold as is
shown in the photos.

397 Milwaukee Road Railroad 22.75 by 17 inch aluminum sign, two black and white framed photos of “ Milwaukee “ business
car, framed black and white photo of Milwaukee Road open air car “ Look Around “, and framed color print of Milwaukee
Road 02113 bay window caboose. Sold as shown in photos, all in good condition.

398 Lionel Century Club 29228 Pennsy Turbine Commemorative boxcar in OB and a no. 7093005000 671 Turbine in
individual OB, outer master carton and outer shipping carton. Both items are C10

399 American Flyer modern S gauge club freight cars in original boxes. Twelve cars including Camino Placerville & Lake
Tahoe Flyer Fest boxcar, 6464-2010 TTOS GS&SA boxcar, Newport and Santa Ana reefer TTOS, 48200 TCA Santa Fe
boxcar, two 48260 Sacramento Northern Flyer Fest boxcars, 48298 Speckels Sugar TCA hopper, 48256 TTOS Smokey the
Bear boxcar, 48241 TTOS Las Vegas and Tonopah boxcar, 48274 Flyer Fest Western Pacific stock car, 48293 Firefly
Sweet Tea Vodka boxcar, and 48246 TTOS Southern Pacific flat with trailer. Cars are C8+ to C10.

400 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Fifteen ore cars include 7527 Union Pacific, 75142 Western Pacific,
7518 Baltimore and Ohio, 7519 Chicago and Northwestern, 7561 Rio Grande, 75353 Christmas, 75116 New York Central,
75294 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range, 7038C Pennsylvania, 75139 Bessemer and Lake Erie, 7038G Pennsylvania, 7038E
Pennsylvania, 7528 Jersey Central, 7522 Pennsylvania, and 4159A Mon Valley works. Trains are C8 to C10.

401 MTH Railking modern O gauge ore cars in original boxes. Nineteen cars include the following 7770 West Virginian Pulp
and Paper, 7562 Chessie, 75229 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range, 75265 Pennsylvania, 7564 Pennsylvania, 75173
Pennsylvania, 75141 M& St.L, 7038D Pennsylvania, 75199 Lehigh Valley, 7522 Pennsylvania, 7038F Pennsylvania,
7038B Pennsylvania, 75119 Santa Fe, 75118 Western Maryland, 7563 Lehigh Valley, 7560 Union Pacific, 7522
Pennsylvania, 75140 Erie, and 7529 Great Northern. Cars are C8 to C10, some boxes have light dust and dirt but overall
good condition.

402 MTH Railking modern O gauge Norfolk and Western Y6B steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 30-1163-1. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time. Box has
mild wear.

403 Lionel modern O gauge 24111 swing bridge factory sealed in the master carton C10.
404 MTH modern O gauge 20-2218-1 Pennsylvania F-3 A-B-A. No box with this set. Powered loco features Protosound,
Protocoupler, and more. Locos are C8 with run time.

405 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1115-1 Pennsylvania K-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Also included is 30-6964 and 6965 six car Madison passenger set. Trains are C8 with
run time.
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406 Lionel modern O Gauge Norfolk and Western 18040 J Class steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, Railsounds,
Pullmor motor and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

407 MTH modern O gauge 20-2381-1 Pennsylvania DC-3 rail inspection car in original box. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. C8 with run time.

408 MTH modern O gauge 30-30127-1 Pennsylvania FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive equipped with hi-rail wheels. C7-8 due to
some scratching on the top of the engineers side sun shade. Box has mild wear and a few creases.

409 Korber modern O gauge 304 three stall roundhouse, factory sealed in the box. Measures 15 x 30 x 30. Kit is assumed C10.
Sealed kits can not be returned for any reason once opened.

410 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk and Western 11893 coal hopper three pack in original box. Cars feature die cast frame
and bodies. Cars are C9-10 and look unrun, one appears to have been opened for inspection. .

411 Atlas modern O gauge Pennsylvania SD-35 power and dummy diesel locomotive pair in original boxes. Catalog numbers
are 6806-2 and 6190-1. Powered loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotives are C7
-8 horn slightly bent on dummy unit run time on locomotives.

412 MTH modern O gauge 20-3098-1 Pittsburgh and West Virginia H-9 2-8-0 consolidation steam locomotive in original box.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8-9 with very little run
time. Box has some light corner wear.

413 MTH modern O gauge Pennsylvania HP 2500 transfer diesel locomotives in original boxes. Catalog numbers are 20-2302
-1 and 20-2302-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotives
are C8 with run time.

414 Lionel modern O gauge 14295 Legacy #990 control set. Set features Cab II remote and command base. Set boots up with
version 1.3. Includes modules and all components except for the rechargeable batteries C8.

415 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1366-1 Pennsylvania M1a with Proto sounds 2.0 and DCS. Loco also features smoke,
Protocoupler, and constant voltage headlight. C9-10, only unwrapped for photos. Box has light shelf wear.

416 MTH Railking modern O gauge Rolling Rock freight cars in original boxes. Nine cars include 74463 boxcar, 77174
caboose, 7860 reefer, 76277 flat with trailer, 7043B tank car, 7860 reefer, 73268 tank car, 74463 boxcar, 76375 flat with
trailer, 7043C hopper 74463 boxcar, 7043A reefer, and 72051 gondola with crates. Cars are C8 to C10. Boxes have mild
wear.

417 Korber modern O gauge kits in original boxes. Four kits include 315 silo, kit is open but sealed inside packages. Walls are
warped. 7014 mill works, 7019 shoe factory, and 7012 freight terminal. Kits are assumed C10 besides the noted walls.
Sealed kits can not be returned for any reason once opened.

418 K Line modern O gauge aluminum 18 inch passenger cars in original boxes. Includes K4680C Spirit of St. Louis four car
set and K4680A two car set. Cars are C8 with run time. Two car set boxes have some light dust and dirt.

419 Korber modern O gauge 1928 Lionel factory kit sealed in plastic C10. Sealed kits can not be returned for any reason once
opened.

420 Korber modern O gauge General Light and Power kits in original boxes. Includes two 916 kits. Both are opened, one is
definitely complete, the second includes main walls, windows, supports, etc but can not say with 100% certainty that the kit
is complete, and also included is 917 sub-station kit sealed. Kits appear to be C9-10. Boxes have typical wear that flimsy
Korber boxes receive. Sealed kits can not be returned for any reason once opened.
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421 K Line modern O gauge scarce Pennsylvania Bi-Level 18 inch passenger cars in original boxes. All are K4680- prefix and
include 30001 Clement coach, 30002 Samuel V. Merrick sleeper, 30003 Raymond Lowey diner, 30004 John J. McDonald
baggage, 30005 A. Baker Barnhart parlor, and 30006 A.J. Cassatt coach. Cars are C8+ with very light run time.

422 Korber modern O gauge roundhouse kits in original boxes. Includes 320 three stall roundhouse kit is complete but walls
have some warping also two sealed A320 stall extender kits included. Both extender kits are sealed. Sealed kits can not be
returned for any reason once opened.

423 Korber modern O gauge kits in original boxes. Includes two 919 Acme Dye Co. sealed, 920 Sore Gum Candy Co. sealed,
906 Erno Products Co. open but NIB, 964 Plumbing Supply House open but NIB, and 201 Arch bridge open but parts NIB.
Kits are new C9-10, all walls in open kits are still shrink wrapped on the card. Sealed kits can not be returned for any
reason once opened.

424 MTH Railking modern O gauge hoppers in original boxes. Fifteen hoppers total. Pennsylvania hoppers include 75191,
7537, 7537, 7016B, 7577, 75348, 75187, 7016B, and 7508. New York Central cars include 75128, 7517, 7513 and 7014E.
Virginian cars include 75111 and 7544. Cars range from C8 to C10.

425 MTH Railking modern O gauge hoppers in original boxes. Seventeen cars include 7515 Norfolk and Western, 7010D
Baltimore and Ohio hopper, 7523 Erie Lackawanna, 7524 Southern, 7507L Chesapeake and Ohio, 7511 Chicago and
Northwestern, 7510 Norfolk Southern hopper, 7509 Union Pacific, 7017E Reading, 7013D New Haven, 7512 Northern
Pacific, 7505L Nickel Plate, 7006e Great Northern, 7015D New York, Ontario, & Western, 7516 Western Maryland,
7011C Conrail, and 75145 Southern hopper.

426 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania cabooses in original boxes. Nine cars include 77070 bobber, 7763 bobber,
77037 steel, 7730 N5C, 4103C N5c, 77100 N5c 1550E N5c, 4179C N5c, and 7007F N5c. Cars are generally C8 to C9.

427 MTH Railking modern O gauge operating freight cars in original boxes. Six cars include 7525 Norfolk and Western
hopper, 79046 Milwaukee Road hopper, 7550 Pennsylvania hopper, 7465 Pennsylvania operating boxcar, 79014 Reading
operating hopper, and 79158 Pennsylvania operating boxcar. Cars are generally C8, boxes have mild wear.

428 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten reefer cars include 7858 Creek Chub Bait Co., 7492 Isaly’s, 7893
Schmulbach, 78077 Winterbraun, 7873 Loyalhanna, 78053 Playmate, 7005C Union Pacific, 7826 Canadian Pacific, 7809L
Pennsylvania, and 78002 Pennsylvania. Cars are generally C8.

429 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania passenger set including 30-2130-1 and 2132 A-B-A, powered loco features
Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Also included is 6715 four car, 6717 sleeper / diner, and 67044 dome car.
Seven streamlined cars. Trains are in C8 condition with run time. Boxes have some mild wear and light sun fading.

430 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2919-1 Rolling Rock SW-1 switcher diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. C8 with run time.

431 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1115-1 Pennsylvania K4 in original box. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler and much more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

432 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania RS-1 Alco power and dummy units in original boxes. Catalog numbers 30
-2984-1 and 30-2627-3. Powered features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more.
Locomotives are C7-8 some small paint chips around the rim of the exhaust stack on the dummy unit. Both units have run
time. Boxes have some light wear.

433 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania AS-616 power and dummy units in original boxes. Catalog numbers 30
-2379-1 and 30-2379-3. Powered features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more.
Locomotives are C8 with run time. Boxes have some light wear.

434 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania RS-27 power and dummy units in original boxes. Catalog numbers 30-2254
-1 and 30-2254-3. Powered features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotives are
C8 with run time. Boxes have some light wear.
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435 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania NW-2 switch power and calf dummy units in original boxes. Catalog
numbers 30-2668-1 and 30-2668-3. Powered features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more.
Locomotives are C8 with run time. Dummy box has a small area of skinning on one end.

436 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2201-1 Pennsylvania RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box is a bit dusty.

437 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2746-1 Pennsylvania SW-1 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

438 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2792-1 Pennsylvania RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

439 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2866-1 Pennsylvania RSD-4 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

440 MTH Railking modern O gauge motorized units including 30-215401 Rio Grande Southern Galloping Goose with
Protosound and 30-2158-1 and 30-2158-3 Pennsylvania powered and non powered doodle bug set. Powered unit has
Protosound. Trains are C8 with run time.

441 K Line modern O gauge K2480-8707HS Pennsylvania FM Trainmaster in original box. Conventional version with horn,
directional lighting and smoke. Unit is factory wrapped in the inner box C9-10.

442 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-1110 Erie Berkshire 2-8-4 steam loco and tender in original box. Features smoke and
whistle. Loco and tender are C8 with run time. Box has some sun fading and wear.

443 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1176-1 Pennsylvania Decapod in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS, Protosmoke
and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. Box has some sun fading and dirt and dust.

444 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1138-1 Pennsylvania K-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Box has light wear.

445 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1118-1 Pennsylvania Torpedo steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with light run time. Box has a bit of minor corner wear.

446 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1164-1 Pennsylvania 2-8-2 L-1 Mikado steam locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box has
some light sun fading and and dust.

447 Lionel modern O gauge 28553 Pennsylvania RS-11 diesel locomotive. Loco features horn and fan driven smoke. No box
with the locomotive C8 with run time.

448 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania GP-30 power and dummy diesel locomotives in original boxes. Catalog numbers are
28869 and 28859. Powered loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Both are C8 with run time.
Powered locomotive is dusty from being on display.

449 MTH modern O Gauge Pennsylvania 20-20141-1 SD70ACe in original box with Protosound 2.0, DCS, Protosmoke,
Protocouplers and more. Hi-rail wheel version. Loco is C8 with run time. Locomotive original box has light corner and
edge wear.

450 MTH Railking modern O gauge operating storage tank stations in original boxes. Includes 9117 Columbia Oil and 9141
Shell. C8 condition, boxes have mild wear.

451 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pittsburgh & West Virginia H10-44 power and dummy pair in original boxes. Catalog
numbers 30-2347-1 and 30-2347-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more.
Locomotives are C8+ with light run time.
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452 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania GP-9 power and dummy pair in original boxes. Catalog numbers 30-2601-1
and 30-2601-3. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotives are C8 with
run time and a bit dusty from display. Boxes also have some light dirt and dust.

453 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2200-1 Union Pacific RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box has some mild wear and dirt.

454 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-4179-1E Pennsylvania RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box has some mild wear and dirt.

455 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2819-1 Pennsylvania RS-11 high hood diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box has light corner
wear.

456 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2254-1 Pennsylvania RS-27 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C7+ with some light marks on the cab roof.

457 Lionel modern O gauge 38079 Southern Pacific GS-2 Daylight steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is lower C8 with moderate run time.

458 Lionel modern O gauge 38076 Chesapeake and Ohio Berkshire steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

459 Lionel modern O gauge 38610 Nickel Plate Berkshire steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

460 Lionel modern O gauge 31776 conventional classics 2219W FM Train Master Lackawanna freight set in individual OBs
with set box. Locomotive does not have box or packing materials. Trains have been run C7-8.

461 3rd Rail die cast modern O gauge New York Central Mercury 4-6-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Locomotive is C7 with some chipping at the lower edge of the
pilot and a scratch on one drive wheel.

462 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road Hiawatha aluminum 18 inch passenger cars in original boxes. Includes 29191
four pack. Cars are in C7 to lower C8 condition, some light scuffs and marks on a few of the roofs and moderate run time.

463 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road 29199 18 inch Station Sounds Hiawatha diner in original box . Car is C7-8 with
moderate run time. Features TMCC control and Railsounds.

464 Atlas modern O gauge Monon Alco C628 diesel locomotive. No box. Believed to be catalog number 1338-1. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

465 Modern O gauge Lionel and Railking Indianapolis Power and Light coal hoppers in original boxes. Includes six 17179
Lionel hoppers and 75387 Railking hopper. Cars are C7-8.

466 Lionel modern O gauge 11711 Santa Fe F3 A-B-A in original box. Locos feature dual Pullmor motors, Railsounds, etc.
Locos are C7-8 with moderate run time. Box has some light edge wear.

467 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe aluminum passenger cars including; 19109 baggage, 19110 combo, 19111 diner car,
19112 coach and 19113 vista observation all in original boxes. Trains are C7 to lower C8 with moderate run time.

468 Lionel modern O gauge 27030 Monon die cast hoppers in original boxes. Two 27030 three packs are in C8 to C8+
condition, some light run time.
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469 Lionel modern O gauge 58586 South Shore motorized trolley in original box. 2014 Indianapolis convention registration
gift. New in box C10.

470 MTH Railking modern O gauge Monon freight cars including incredibly scarce 75274 map hopper and 73273 three dome
tank car. Cars are C8 with run time.

471 MTH modern O gauge 20-20224-1 Indiana Railway GP38-2 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive features
Protosound 3 , Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time, one windshield wiper missing. Box
has some light corner wear.

472 K Line modern O gauge New York Central F-3 A-A diesel locomotive in original box. Includes K-25702 A-A set.
Powered Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, smoke and much more. B unit also features smoke. Units are
C7-8 diaphragms are detached but included. Locomotives have moderate run time. Box has light wear.

473 Lionel modern O Gauge 18072 Pennsylvania 1668E Torpedo in original box . Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke
Electrocoupler and more. Loco is C7-8 with run time, one broken marker light.

474 Lionel modern O Gauge 18009 New York Central L-3 Mohawk in OB. Loco has Smoke, Railsounds, firebox glow and
more. Loco is C8 with run time. Coal pile has light white residue which is common for this loco as they have aged. Box has
moderate wear.

475 Lionel modern O gauge 18043 Chesapeake and Ohio semi scale Hudson loco and tender with six aluminum passenger cars,
19145 combo, 19146 Pullman, 19147 Pullman, 19149 Gadsby Kitchen without box 19150 observation, 19148 Chessie
Club. Passenger cars are C7-8 with moderate run time.

476 Lionel modern O gauge 19060 Pullman heavyweight set containing; 19056 NYC baggage, 19057 Willow Range, 19058
Willow Trail and 19059 Seneca Valley observation. Cars are C8 with run time.

477 Lionel modern O gauge 18045 Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive in OB. This New York Central locomotive
features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke and more. Locomotive is C7 due to a missing crank pin screw and slightly bent
eccentric rod. Screw will need replaced to operating engine.

478 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk and Western 21854 PS-2 hopper three pack in original box. Trains are C8-9 with little if
any run time. Set box has light wear.

479 K Line modern O gauge K2701A Chicago South Shore and South Bend Railroad power and dummy interurban units in
original box. Also included is a third car made on a custom frame but a K Line shell. Locos are C7 with light wear and a
spot on the roof of the powered unit.

480 Lionel modern O gauge 38094 Milwaukee Road Hiawatha steam 4-4-2 loco and tender in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco looks C8 with run time, graded C7-8 due to a
small scratch on the back wall of the cab.

481 Lionel modern O gauge 28565 Rock Island GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

482 Lionel modern O gauge 12868 Cab-1 remotes in original boxes. Two remotes are used C8 condition.
483 K Line modern O gauge K3270-5344W NYC J1e cab number 5344 loco and tender with Lionel Signal Sounds in original
box. Train is lower C8 with moderate run time.
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484 Lionel modern O Gauge 31740 set no. 2519W Virginian diesel freight set in OB. Set features 2331 Virginian Train Master
diesel loco with TMCC and Railsounds, 6801 flatcar with boat, 6414 Evans auto loader, 6464-275 State of Maine boxcar,
6434 Poultry dispatch car, 3530 EMD generator car and 6557 Lionel Lines smoking caboose. Set is C8 with run time.

485 Atlas modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 8008-2 Kingan’s refrigerator car, 8035-2 Rath’s
refrigerator car, 8158-1 Silver Edge reefer, 8031-1 Sally Lee refrigerator car, 8580-3 Monon boxcar, 8580-1 Monon
boxcar, and Trainman 0701-2 Chesapeake and Ohio extended vision caboose. Cars are C7-8 with run time. Boxes have
mild to moderate wear.

486 Lionel modern O gauge 38305 Conventional Classics 2338 Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
is C8 with run time. Packaging has some wear.

487 16 modern O gauge freight cars, thirteen in original boxes. K Line cars include K-7614 Monon boxcar, K742-6401 Miller
reefer, K691-6001 Ford flat car missing autos, K742-8025 Kingan’s reefer, K-91116 SuperStore Train Express boxcar, K
-646302 Pluto Water boxcar. Intermountain car includes 25302HR Pacific Fruit Express steel reefer, Crown Model R-7002
West Indies reefer, Williams CAB121 Rock Island caboose. Weaver cars include U16018LD Monon hopper, U3303LD
Muncie and Western boxcar, U2959LD Nickel Plate caboose, Mack Truck boxcar, and unboxed South Shore boxcar. Two
unboxed Lionel cars include 9218 operating Monon boxcar and 9169 Milwaukee Road caboose. Cars range C7 to C8.

488 Williams modern O gauge Wabash FM514 FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive features a horn
and is in C8 condition with run time. Also included is a CAB127 Wabash N5C caboose in C8 condition.

489 Williams modern O gauge BL2-306 Monon BL-2 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive features True Blast II
horn and bell. Locomotive is C8 with run time. No windshield.

490 Lionel 29115 Southern Pacific 18 inch aluminum passenger car four pack containing; 29116 combination, 29117 coach,
29118 coach and 29119 observation car, C8 with run time.

491 MTH and Railking modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 74328 Indianapolis Colts boxcar,
7441 Southern Pacific boxcar, 7616 Norfolk Southern flat with trailer, 98828 Monon gondola with wheel scrap load, 96156
Monon tank car, 98123 Norfolk Southern flat with trailer, 98755 Monon flat with PUP trailers, and 91217 Monon caboose.
Trains are generally C8 condition.

492 Lionel modern O gauge conventional classics items. Please note these are modern reproductions of postwar items. Includes
2332 Brunswick GG-1 missing one pantograph, 24212, 2422, 2423, and 2429 Lionel Lines passenger cars, and 2626
Madison car. Trains are C8 to C9, some of the passenger cars have never been run.

493 MTH modern O Gauge Pennsylvania 20-6530 ribbed five car passenger set in inner carton no set box. Set C7-8 with run
time.

494 MTH Railking modern O gauge buildings in original boxes. Nine buildings include 9098 freight transfer warehouse, 90070
camera shop, 90145 John Deere dealership, 90019 Lombardi’s Pizza, 90200 Lil Jenny grocery store, 90154 Dewey
Cheetum and Howe, 90109, 90005, and 90108 mobile homes. Layout used C8.

495 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 17266 Monon boxcar, 27820 Wabash PS-4 flat
car, 17600 New York Central caboose, 15075 Boy Scouts Eagle Scout boxcar, 26834 Pacific Fruit Express Al Capone ice
car, 26591 Indiana Railroad caboose, and 17266 Monon boxcar. Cars are generally C8 with run time.

496 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge track and accessories in original boxes. Includes 12916 water tower, three 65530 UCS
sections, 65166 0-72 remote left hand switch, 14095 station platform, 16896 flagpole with lights, and K Line K-42442
Pennsylvania Broadway operating diner. Items are C7-8 with layout use.

497 Group of O gauge die cast vehicles from Corgi, K Line Lionel, etc. Includes 94569 Heinz vintage truck, 12935 Zenith
tractor and trailer, 50017 Greyhound bus, 50011 Trailways bus, Milwaukee Road 53’ Chevrolet truck, New York Central
‘56 Ford pickup truck, Athearn Rock Island box van, US53910 Yellow Coach Trailways bus, 9279UP Ertl TSC trucks, and
K872-006 Coca Cola truck. Items are C8 to C10.
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498 LGB modern G scale 23301 passenger set in original box. Set is C7 condition with some run time and light rub marks on
the locomotive and cars. Missing a few sections of track, transformer, and passenger figures.

499 LGB modern G scale 20534 MF Marshall Field passenger set in original box. Set is C7-8 with run time. Missing a few
sections of track, transformer, and passenger figures.

500 LGB modern G scale B B diesel loco in original box. Catalog number 2096S. Features electronic delay start and horn.
Locomotive is C8 with run time. Box has price stickers and light wear.

501 LGB modern G scale passenger cars and gondola. Includes two 3062 green passenger coaches in original boxes and
unboxed Short Island Railroad gondola. Trains are C7-8 with run time.

502 USA Trains modern G scale Train Power 10 - Ten AMP DC power supply with walk around throttle. Lightly used C8
condition.

503 LGB modern G scale track lot including 15 - 1000 straight sections, 18 -1100 curves, 1215 manual left hand switch, two
manual 1205 right hand switches, and 4 - 1060 straight sections. Track is cleaner C8 to C9 condition.

504 LGB modern G scale 22301 Lake George and Boulder passenger set in OB. Trains are C7-8, one flag holder missing from
the front of the locomotive. All have run time. Most of the track and some passenger figures missing. Transformer
included.

505 LGB modern G scale 21540 Christmas train in original box. Set is C8 condition with light run time. Include some but not
all track and the transformer. Also included is a 4069 LGB flat car.

506 Lionel modern O gauge 18558 Missouri, Kansas and Texas GP-7 with display case and OB. Loco is C9 and appears
displayed in the case only.

507 Lionel modern O gauge 18552 JCPenney 18813 Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range SD-18 diesel loco with a display case in
original boxes. C8-9, maybe a light test run but otherwise displayed only.

508 Lionel modern O gauge 18853 JC Penney Santa Fe GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB with case. Locomotive is in C8-9
condition displayed in the case with maybe a light test run.

509 Lionel modern O gauge 18842 Bessemer and Lake Erie SD-38 with display case included. Engine has been displayed in
the case only C9.

510 Lionel modern O gauge 18554 Gulf Mobile and Ohio 18554 in original box. Loco is C8-9 with a light test run, but mostly
displayed in the case.

511 Lionel modern O gauge 1585 75th anniversary set factory sealed in plastic C10, however set lid has some light wear and
staining.

512 Lionel modern O gauge 1071 Mid Atlantic Limited freight set, circa 1980. The set is factory sealed in the box C10. Box lid
has light wear.

513 Lionel modern O gauge The Chessie Royal Limited freight set no. 1070 in OB. Set includes; 8061 Western Maryland
U33C diesel, 9432 Postwar Years boxcar, 9328 Chessie bay window caboose, 9329 Chessie crane car, 9324 radioactive
Waste flatcar, 9818 Western Maryland reefer and a 9344 Citgo tank car. The set is factory sealed in plastic C10.

514 Lionel modern O Gauge 28633 Baltimore and Ohio Berkshire steam locomotive in OB. Loco also includes display case.
Loco is C9 and appears to have only been displayed in the case.
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515 Lionel 18551 Susquehanna J.C. Penney set consisting of a 18809 RS-3 diesel loco and display case in original boxes.
Appear to be displayed only C8-9.

516 Lionel modern O gauge 18352 Southern Pacific Commuter in original box. Loco features TMCC and Railsounds. C9
displayed only in the case.

517 Lionel modern O gauge JC Penney 28516 Lehigh and Hudson River C-420 Alco diesel locomotive in OB and has original
display case. C8+ with some light run time.

518 Lionel modern O gauge 18008 Disneyland 4-4-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C9-10 factory wrapped in the box. Box
has some light sun fading.

519 Lionel modern O gauge trains including 7211 Southern Pacific aluminum vista dome, 19010 Baltimore and Ohio dining
car, 17604 Delaware Lackawanna and Western caboose, 17605 Reading caboose, and 17600 New York Central caboose.
Items range C8 to C9. A few boxes have light wear and mild sun fading.

520 Lionel modern O Gauge New York Central 8406 Hudson in original box. Loco features smoke, Pullmor motor, and more.
Loco is factory sealed in the box C10. Box has light wear and a few very small dents.

521 Lionel modern O gauge 18002 gray New York Central 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender in original box. C8 with run
time. Box has mild shelf wear.

522 Lionel modern O gauge 18004 Reading 4-6-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is factory wrapped in the OB C10. Box does
have some sun fading

523 Lionel modern O Gauge 8309 Southern Mikado from the Famous American Railroad series in OB. Loco is C8 with run
time. Box has light wear.

524 Lionel modern O gauge 18002 gray New York Central 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender in original box. C8 with run
time. Light corner wear on the box.

525 Precision Scale Co. modern O scale brass 15569 two track Pennsylvania signal bridge in box. New in box C9-10.
526 Precision Scale Co. modern two rail brass O scale 15439 7 - Ton stiff leg Derrick in original box. C9-10.
527 Modern On30 freight cars including brass NJ Custom brass Shell double dome tank car, catalog number RS-650-03,
Denver Rio Grande and Western brass flat car, and V&T shops oil car V-14. Cars are in nice C8 to C9 condition.

528 On30 modern brass 0-6-0 saddle tank steam locomotive. Locomotive is painted but unlettered. Box that is included is non
original.

529 Modern On30 Denver Rio Grande and Western passenger car kits in built up form. Includes combine, baggage, and a
second combine. Kits appear to be Carson and Colorado. C7-8.

530 Kemtron On30 brass C-16 Denver Rio Grande and Western 2-8-0 steam locomotive. Locomotive is powered by a Kemtron
tender drive unit. Highly detailed unit with light weathering. Box this is included is non original. Locomotive is in C8
condition.

531 On30 brass Rio Grande Southern Galloping Goose. No makers mark, one powered truck and hand decaled. C7-8. Box
included is non original.

532 On30 brass Rio Grande work crane with fixed boom. Trucks are marked Japan, but no other makers marks. Nicely
weathered and detailed. C8. See photos for best description.
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533 Overland Models modern brass On30 American Hoist Ditcher. Comes with non original box. Model is powered and
unpainted. Some small areas of darkening starting in a few spots. No major finger prints or spots. C7-8.

534 American Standard large Rochester Thermometer. 6 Inch diameter with a threaded end for the probe. Read up to 160
degrees. See photos for best description.

535 NJ International O gauge / O scale signals in packaging. Includes four 3030 three light vertical signals, three CS306 double
head tri light signals, 3050 single head tri light, CS322 three head single lights, CS320 searchlight, 3040 Color Position
light, two CS304 Pennsylvania style position light, CS311 three light dwarf, and brass cross bucks without packaging.

536 Group of O scale / O gauge detail parts. Includes detail items from US Hobbies, Kemtron, Precision Scale Co., etc. Marker
lights, air hoses, passenger car diaphragms, springs, screws, etc. Also included are five packages of new sheet brass and an
O scale two rail kit built caboose. See photos for best description. Items range from C7 to C10.

537 Large cart lot of everything from O gauge, O scale, to G scale and more. Track, buildings, figures. Highlights in this lot
include 3927 Lionel track cleaning car, American Flyer Mystic station no talking mechanism, 309 Lionel Yard set, Atlas
two rail O scale flex track, empty Overland Models O scale SW-1500 box, and more. See photos for best description. Sold
as is shown in the photos with no returns.

538 LGB modern G scale 2074 Spreewald steam switcher. No box. C7-8 with run time.
539 LGB modern G scale trains and accessories including 2017 0-4-0 steam locomotive and tender, 4047 beer car, 2001
motorized hand car missing figure, 91021 Pabst reefer missing ladders and grab irons, two Pola buildings, 4360 30 degree
crossing, small shed, and Lifelike railroad crossing. Group sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

540 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 29217 1997 boxcar, 7816 1979 boxcar,
7523 1984 boxcar, two 19914 1991 boxcars, two 19937 1995 boxcar, 19931 1994 boxcar, and two 19917 1992 boxcars.
Cars are C8 to C10. Boxes have price stickers.

541 MTH modern O gauge Lehigh Valley 7 car Madison passenger set in original boxes. Includes 20-4035 five car set and 20
-4135 combine / diner add on set. Cars are C6-7 due to five broken steps. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

542 Lionel modern O gauge 11821 Sears Zenith Express set. Set is open but unused C9.
543 Modern O gauge building kits from DPM Korber and Ameri Towne. Includes 902 Jaybar Corp, 872 Bill’s Store, 442
Skippey Gear Co, 443 CR Eaky Chair Co, and 802 Kirsten’s Cafe. Kits all missing major wall components except for the
DPM kit. Sold as is for parts with no returns. Enough there to make some nice kit bashed buildings though.

544 LGB modern G scale locomotive and cars including 2010 steam locomotive, 4033 Chiuqita wagon, 4021 gondola, and
Kalamazoo Rio Grande caboose. Trains are generally C7 condition.

545 Lionel modern O gauge conventional classics 38312 Santa Fe 2343 F-3 A-A pair in OBs. Locos are factory wrapped in
boxes.

546 Lionel modern O gauge 28036 Southern Pacific 2-8-0 Consolidation. Loco features TMCC, directional lighting,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, and a diecast body. Loco is C7 with one broken hand rail on the tender and some light paint
chips in the same area. Loco box has some creases.

547 Weaver modern O gauge brass Pennsylvania 2-8-0 consolidation steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive is catalog
number 1803LP. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Locomotive is still
partially wrapped in factory plastic and is assumed C10.

548 MTH Railking modern O gauge 20-1117LP Chesapeake and Ohio 2-6-6-6 Allegheny steam locomotive. Loco features
Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. No box.

549 Lionel modern O gauge 1663 Amtrak Lake Shore Limited passenger set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. Set box has very
mild wear.
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550 Lionel modern O gauge 1487 Pennsylvania Broadway Limited set in OB. Set lid has some light wear, and set is in C8
condition with run time but complete.

551 Lionel 1970 Southern Pacific Limited freight set, circa 1979, in individual OBs and set box. The loco and cars are C9-10
with little or no run time. Set box has some light wear.

552 Lionel 1071 Mid Atlantic Limited freight set, circa 1980. The set is factory sealed in individual OBs and set box, C10.
553 Lionel 1971 Quaker City Limited freight set in individual boxes and set box, C8-9 The box lid has some light wear
554 Lionel modern O gauge 1463 Coca-Cola freight set in OB. Set is sealed in plastic C10. OB has some light wear.
555 Lionel modern O gauge The Chessie Royal Limited freight set no. 1070 in OB. Set includes; 8061 Western Maryland
U36C diesel, 9432 Postwar Years boxcar, 9328 Chessie bay window caboose, 9329 Chessie crane car, 9324 radioactive
Waste flatcar, 9818 Western Maryland reefer and a 9344 Citgo tank car. The set factory sealed in plastic and assumed C10.
Set lid has light corner and edge wear.

556 Lionel modern O gauge 1587 Baltimore and Ohio Capitol Limited set in OB. Set is C8-9 condition with run time. OB has
some light wear.

557 Lionel 1387 Milwaukee Special passenger set in OB. Set is C8-9. Set box has some light wear.
558 Lionel 1388 Golden State Arrow set in OB. Set has some run time and is C8-9. Set is missing track. Some cellophane
still remains with box but is torn. Set box has some light wear.

559 Lionel 1867 Milwaukee Road Limited freight set, circa 1978. The set is C8-9. Set box has some light corner wear.
560 Lionel 1460 Grand National set in OB. Set is generally C8-9. Set is missing some track. Set box has some light wear.
561 Lionel modern O gauge GP-20 Diesel engines. Three Santa Fe 8355 diesel engines in original boxes. Boxes have wear
and one has a tear on its front. Engines are C8-9

562 Lionel modern O gauge Rectifiers in original boxes. Two Rectifiers include 8659 Virginian and 8754 New Haven. Boxes
have some corner wear and rubbing. Engines are C8-9.

563 Lionel modern O gauge diesel engines in original boxes. Four engines include 8556 Chessie diesel switcher, 8359 GM
Chessie GP-7, 8560 Chessie U36B diesel dummy unit, 8463 Chessie GP-20 diesel. Cars are generally C8-9. Boxes have
some wear.

564 Lionel modern O gauge electric engines in original boxes. Three electric engines include 8762 Great Northern, 8558
Milwaukee, 8551 Pennsylvania “Little Joe”. Engines are C8-9. Boxes has some wear.

565 Lionel modern O gauge engines and switchers in original boxes. Two GP30s include 8776 & 8779 C&NW and 18921
C&NW switcher and 18928 C&NW calf unit. Engines are C9-10. Boxes have some light wear.

566 Lionel modern O gauge Penn Central GG-1 in original box. 8550 is C8-9 Box has some light wear.
567 Lionel modern O gauge work vehicles in original boxes. Four vehicles include 18430 NYC crew car, 18431 Lionel trolley
car, 18483 C&O ballast tamper, 148424 Lionel on-track pick up truck. Cars C8 to C10 new in box. Boxes have some very
light corner wear.

568 Lionel modern O gauge BUDD cars in original boxes. Five cars include 1766 1977 Service Station Special Set with 8766
powered baggage / mail car, 8767 commuter train passenger car, 8768 commuter train passenger car. 8764 powered
passenger car, 8765 dummy baggage car. Cars are generally C8-9. Boxes have some wear.
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569 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Fifteen cars include 9116 Domino hopper, 2x 9157 C&O flat w/
crane, 9158 PC flat w/ steam shovel kit, 9304 Operating coal dump car, 9608 Burlington Northern boxcar, 9041 Hershey
boxcar, 2x 9767 Rail boxcar, 9163 Santa Fe lighted caboose, 9606 UP boxcar, 9706 C&O boxcar,9289 C&NW Caboose
9786 C&NW boxcar, 9144 Denver & Rio Grande gondola. Cars are C8. Boxes have some wear.

570 Lionel modern O gauge illuminated baggage cars in original boxes. Five B&O cars include 9529 Eisenhower Presidential
car, 9516, 9523, 9524, 9525. Cars are C9. Boxes have some wear and rub marks.

571 Lionel modern O gauge passenger cars in original boxes. Nine Milwaukee Road passenger cars include 9501 Aberdeen,
9504 Tacoma, 9506 combo car, 9505 Seattle, 3x 9511 Minneapolis, 9527 Roosevelt Presidential car, 9522 baggage car.
Cars are C8-9. Boxes have some wear.

572 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania passenger cars in original boxes. Six cars include 9528 Truman Presidential car,
9521 baggage car, 9510 combo car, 9513 Penn Square, 9514 Times Square, 9515 Washington Circle. Cars are C8-9.
Boxes have some wear.

573

Lionel Southern Crescent passenger set in individual OBs including; 8702 steam loco and tender, 9530 Joel Chandler
Harris baggage, 9531 Andrew Pickens combo, 9532 P.G.T. Beauregard Pullman, 9533 Stonewall Jackson Pullman, 9534
Robert E. Lee observation and a 19001 dining car. Cars are C8-9 with light run marks

574 Lionel modern O gauge Chessie Steam Special. 8003 2-8-4 steam loco with smoke and sound of steam. Cars include 9581,
9582, 9583, 9584, 9585, . Trains are C8-9 with light run time. Boxes have some wear.

575 Lionel 8552 3-unit Southern Pacific Alco FA2 diesel locos in original box, C8-9. Box shows some wear.
576 Lionel modern O gauge Amtrak cars in original boxes. Four cars include 8667 Amtrak Alco “B” unit, 6410 & 6411
Passenger cars, 6412 Vista Dome car. Cars are C 9-10, have little or no run time. Boxes have light corner wear and
rubbings.

577 Lionel Special Bicentennial Limited Edition 8665 Bangor and Aroostook Spirit of 76 GP9 diesel and matching caboose in
worn OB, C8.

578 Lionel modern O gauge Service Station Special. Set is 1868 Minneapolis and St. Louis set from 1978. Cars are clean with
little or no run time, C 9-10. Set box has some wear, individual boxes have little wear.

579 Lionel modern O gauge 1450 Service Station F-3 Special set in original box with 8464 and 8465 Rio Grande F-3a diesel
units with 9117 Alaska hopper, 9863 REA reefer, 9144 D&RG gondola, 9710 Rutland boxcar, and 9166 Rio Grande
illuminated caboose. Set also include the 8474 B unit. Set is C 9-10. Box has little wear,clear tape on top, bottom has
original seal.

580 Lionel modern O Gauge 1579 Milwaukee Road Service Station Special freight set in set OB. Includes 8555 8557 F3
powered and dummy unit, 9754 NYC Pacemaker boxcar, 9758 Alaska RR boxcar, 9119 Detroit & Mackinaw hopper, 9132
Pineapple car, and 9169 caboose. Set is C9-10 with little or no run time. Box has clear tape on top with some corner wear
and some moisture damage on side.

581 Lionel modern O gauge 1672 Northern Pacific Service Station Special set. Set includes NP GP-9 “dummy unit”. Set is C9
-10 with little or no run time. Box has some wear.

582 K Line FORD Auto Showroom in original box. K-42417 in C10 mint in box. Box has some corner wear and rubbings.
583 Lionel 11918 Service Exclusive set X1144 containing SD20 Conrail freight set, circa 1997. The set is factory sealed in set
box, C10.

584 Lionel 11934 Virginian Rectifier Freight Set. Includes 2329 Diesel, 6456-1, 6456-2, 6456-3 Coal Hoppers. 6427 Porthole
Caboose. In original sealed set box, C10.

585 Includes boxed NW2 diesel with 5 freight cars. Complete with track and transformer. Perfect paint and trim. As new,
factory fresh. C10. OB has some light corner wear
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586 Lionel modern O gauge diesel engines in original boxes. Three engines include 8655 Boston & Maine GP-9 non-powered
dummy unit, 8353 Grand Trunk GP-7, 8356 Grand Trunk GP-7. Cars are C9. Boxes have some wear.

587 Lionel modern O gauge TTUX and K Line TTAX in original boxes. Three Lionel TTUX includes 2x 26908 APPLE
trailers and 640001 Canadian National Maxi-stack flat box has flap torn off but is included, K Line 77024 TTAX Atlanta,
Neiman Marcus trailers. Also included Lionel 12907 Intermodal containers. Cars are C8 . Boxes have some wear.

588 Lionel modern O Gauge Spirit of 76 diesel train set in original boxes. 1776 diesel locomotive, 7600 caboose, 7601
Delaware, 7602 Pennsylvania, 7603 New Jersey, 7604 Georgia, 7605 Connecticut, 7606 Massachusetts, 7607 Maryland,
7608 South Carolina, 7609 New Hampshire, 7610 Virginia, 7611 New York, 7612 North Carolina, and 7613 Rhode Island.
Cars are C 8-9 with little or no run time. Boxes have some light corner wear and rubbings.

589 Lionel modern O gauge flatbed toy trucks. Two trucks include 18410 Flatbed toy truck w/ lights and sounds and 3 dome
tank cars. Cars are C 10. Boxes have little or no wear.

590 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Fifteen cars include 9121 L & N flat with dozer and scraper, 9861
Tropicana reefer, 9262 Ralston Purina hopper, 9764 Grand Trunk double door boxcar, 9115 Planters hopper, 9770 NP
boxcar, 9146 Mogan David wine car, 16686 Mickey Mouse & Bad Pete animated car, 16739 Foghorn Leghorn poultry
car, 19943 I LOVE ARIZONA, 9181 Boston & Maine lighted caboose, 16952 US NAVY flat w/helicopter, 16719
exploding boxcar, 16217 B&N auto carrier, 16242 Grand Trunk Western auto carrier. Cars are C9, Boxes have some light
wear.

591 Lionel modern O gauge layout accessories in original boxes. Twelve accessories include 2313 floodlight tower, 12703
icing station, 19817 Virginian ice car, 2152 crossing gate, 12714 crossing gate, 2788 coaling station, 12968 right of way
girder bridge kit, 12804 x 2 highway lights, 2133 freight station, 2317 remote control draw bridge, 12929 truck loading
dock. Accessories are mint in box, some are in sealed boxes. C9-10

592 55 sections of Gargraves track. Some sections are custom bent, 21 sections are straight. Also include are 2 boxes of track
bedding

593 Lionel modern O gauge freight car. Twenty boxcars, no boxes including 9718 Canadian National, 9717 Union Pacific,
5706 Lindsay Brothers, 9740 Chessie, 9043 Erie Lackawanna, 9040 Wheaties, 9711 Southern, two 9705 Rio Grande, 9606
Union Pacific, 9455 Milwaukee Road, 9855 Swift, 9860 Gold Metal, 9858 Butterfinger, 9853 Cracker Jack, 7707 White
Owl, 9817 Bazooka, 9872 Pacific Fruit Express, 9854 Baby Ruth, and 7513 Bonanza. Cars are lower C7 with some rust on
door guides to C8.

594 Lionel modern O gauge alcohol related reefers. Twenty three cars total. Six boxed cars include 9866 Coors, 9845 Baileys,
9844 Sambuca, 9871 Carlings, 9846 Seagram’s, and 9847 Wolfschmidt. Seventeen unboxed cars include 9846 Seagrams,
9847 Wolfschmidt, 9828 J&B, 9829 White Label, 9845 Baileys, 9851 Schlitz, 9859 Pabst, 9842 Seagram’s 9850
Budweiser, 9827 Cutty Sark, 9852 Miller, 9851 Schlitz, 9871 Black Label, 9843 Tanqueray, 9844 Sambuca, 9841 Calvert,
and 9840 Fleischmann

595 Lionel Postwar O gauge Burlington 2328 GP-7 missing fuel tank and crack around nose screw, shell is loose from body.
629 center cab switcher. Pair sold as is shown in the photo with no returns.

596 Lionel modern O gauge Spirit of 76 trains. Included are two 1776 powered locomotives, 7600 caboose, and the following
thirteen cars 7601 Delaware, 7602 Pennsylvania, 7603 New Jersey, 7604 Georgia, 7605 Connecticut, 7606 Massachusetts,
7607 Maryland, 7608 South Carolina, 7609 New Hampshire, 7610 Virginia, 7611 New York, 7612 North Carolina, and
7613. Cars 7608, 7612, and 7613 are boxed. Trains are generally in the C7 area.

597 Lionel modern O gauge Amtrak trains including 8903 and 8904 power and dummy Alco pair, 16013 combine, 16014 vista
dome, and 16015 observation. Trains are C7 with light wear on the roofs and bodies.

598 Lionel Postwar O gauge transformers. Includes 275 watt ZW with replacement cord, 250 watt ZW with old cord and seized
terminal nuts, for parts or restoration, and 1033 missing whistle handle. Sold as is shown in photos with no returns.
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599 Lionel modern O gauge trains including two 8111 DT&I powered switchers, two 9016 Chessie hoppers, two 9013
Canadian National hoppers, 9131 Rio Grande gondola, 9140 Burlington gondola, 9015 Reading hopper, two 9061 Santa Fe
cabooses, 9069 Jersey Central caboose, 9124 Penn Central flat with shovel, 9122 Northern Pacific flat, 9025 DT&I work
caboose, 9152 Shell tank car, 6585 Pennsylvania flat, 9031 Nickel Plate gondola, 9163 Santa Fe caboose, two 9020 Union
Pacific flat cars, K Line Reading 19990 hopper, and K Line 5114 Santa Fe boxcar. This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

600 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road passenger cars. Eight cars include the following numbers 9502, 9506, 9505,
9504, 9500, 9501, 9505, and 9506. Cars are C6-7.

601 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Twelve cars include three 19301 Milwaukee Road ore cars, 9207
Soo boxcar, 19204 Milwaukee Road boxcar, 19600 Milwaukee Road tank car, 19400 Milwaukee Road gondola, 19302
Milwaukee Road hopper, 19210 Soo Line boxcar, 9702 Soo Line boxcar, 19500 Milwaukee Road reefer, and 16360
Norfolk and Western Maxi - Stack set. Cars are C7-8. Boxes have mild wear.

602 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars without boxes including 16372 Southern I beam car, 16381 CSX I beam car, 16380
Union Pacific I beam car, 16399 Western Pacific I beam car, 16371 Burlington Northern I beam, 16397 Milwaukee Road I
beam, 9123 Chesapeake and Ohio auto loader ( has broken struts), 16614 Reading Cop and Hobo car, 16337 Chicago and
Northwestern TTUX set (broken draw bar between two cars). Cars are C6 to lower C8. Group sold as is shown in the
photos with no returns.

603 Lionel postwar and modern steam locomotives and tenders. Seven locomotives include 2026, 250, 2036, 8300, 8308, 233,
243. Tenders include 6466W, 233W, 243W, 2731 Santa Fe Marx tender, Santa Fe tender, Jersey Central tender, Lionel
Lines tender, repainted Lionel Lines tender, and 8453 Erie Alco B unit. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

604 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 205 and 205T Missouri Pacific Alco power and dummy set, cracks in each pilot,
6454 New York Central boxcar in the more unusual orange however car has a broken end, 3464 New York Central
operating car, 6464-425 New Haven boxcar, 6462 New York Central gondola, three 6465 Sunoco tank cars, 6130 Santa Fe
work caboose, 6162 New York Central gondola, 6465 Cities Service tank car, 6825 Lionel flat, 6630 Lionel flat, 6825
Lionel flat, 1866 WARR mail combine, two repainted Marx passenger cars, and 3280 Marx Santa Fe boxcar. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

605 Two wooden and Plexiglas train display cases, one with a 25 1/4” track, the other with a 26 1/2” track. Both have O gauge
track and the cases are 6 inches wide. The short track case is 6 1/4” tall and the other one is 6 3/4” tall, C7.

